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Douglas C. Burger

Throughput processors such as GPUs continue to provide higher peak
arithmetic capability. Designing a high throughput memory system to keep
the computational units busy is very challenging. Future throughput processors must continue to exploit data locality and utilize the on-chip and
off-chip resources in the memory system more effectively to further improve
the memory system throughput. This dissertation advocates orchestrating
the thread scheduler with the cache management algorithms to alleviate GPU
cache thrashing and pollution, avoid bandwidth saturation and maximize GPU
memory system throughput. Based on this principle, this thesis work proposes
three mechanisms to improve the cache efficiency and the memory throughput.
This thesis work enhances the thread throttling mechanism with the
Priority-based Cache Allocation mechanism (PCAL). By estimating the cache
miss ratio with a variable number of cache-feeding threads and monitoring
vii

the usage of key memory system resources, PCAL determines the number of
threads to share the cache and the minimum number of threads bypassing
the cache that saturate memory system resources. This approach reduces the
cache thrashing problem and effectively employs chip resources that would
otherwise go unused by a pure thread throttling approach. We observe 67%
improvement over the original as-is benchmarks and a 18% improvement over
a better-tuned warp-throttling baseline.
This work proposes the AgeLRU and Dynamic-AgeLRU mechanisms to
address the inter-thread cache thrashing problem. AgeLRU prioritizes cache
blocks based on the scheduling priority of their fetching warp at replacement.
Dynamic-AgeLRU selects the AgeLRU algorithm and the LRU algorithm
adaptively to avoid degrading the performance of non-thrashing applications.
There are three variants of the AgeLRU algorithm: (1) replacement-only, (2)
bypassing, and (3) bypassing with traffic optimization. Compared to the LRU
algorithm, the above mentioned three variants of the AgeLRU algorithm enable increases in performance of 4%, 8% and 28% respectively across a set of
cache-sensitive benchmarks.
This thesis work develops the Reuse-Prediction-based cache Replacement scheme (RPR) for the GPU L1 data cache to address the intra-thread
cache pollution problem. By combining the GPU thread scheduling priority
together with the fetching Program Counter (PC) to generate a signature as
the index of the prediction table, RPR identifies and prioritizes the near-reuse
blocks and high-reuse blocks to maximize the cache efficiency. Compared to
viii

the AgeLRU algorithm, the experimental results show that the RPR algorithm
results in a throughput improvement of 5% on average for regular applications,
and a speedup of 3.2% on average across a set of cache-sensitive benchmarks.
The techniques proposed in this dissertation are able to alleviate the
cache thrashing, cache pollution and resource saturation problems effectively.
We believe when these techniques are combined, they will synergistically further improve GPU cache efficiency and the overall memory system throughput.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Processors that target throughput computing, such as GPUs and manycore processors, are generally referred to as throughput processors. They have
become the dominant architecture for accelerating massively parallel applications as they offer greater instruction throughput and memory bandwidth than
conventional CPUs. Such chips are being used to accelerate desktops, workstations, and supercomputers, and throughput computing is now emerging as
an important factor for mobile computing.
However, the transistor density of modern processors increases much
faster than the off-chip bandwidth does [6] [76]. Throughput processors are
expected to process more data in parallel in every new generation. The gap
between the peak arithmetic capability and the off-chip bandwidth will inevitably grow. Since memory system throughput has become a bottleneck for
GPU performance [40], contemporary GPUs integrate an on-chip cache hierarchy to increase memory system throughput. With a large number of threads
sharing the cache hierarchy, GPUs can only supply less than a single cache
line on average per thread at L1 level [63] [67]. Such sharing leads to contention and reduces the effectiveness of caches in exploiting locality, reducing

1

the performance improvement available to GPUs for cache-sensitive workloads.
Consequently, exploiting data locality in throughput computing systems will
increase in importance to reduce both off-chip bandwidth requirements and
power.
In throughput processors, both thread scheduler and cache management logic play important roles in cache efficiency and memory system throughput. The thread scheduler determines the order and time of executing instructions from a potentially large pool of threads. It shapes memory access
patterns directly and thus has a significant effect on cache efficiency. Without
considering the effect of the thread scheduling algorithm, applying thrashingresistant and pollution-resistant CPU cache algorithms directly to the GPU
cache can not effectively address GPU L1 cache thrashing and pollution problems (We discuss these issues in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 respectively). Without being aware of cache performance and chip resource usage, the scheduler
may oversubscribe threads which leads to cache thrashing and resource saturation problems. My research goal is to orchestrate thread scheduling and cache management polices, to improve cache efficiency and
memory system throughput.
While our evaluation has simulated NVIDIA GPUs with a CUDA
programming model, other throughput processors such as many-core processors [80] [15] are also facing the challenge of improving memory system
throughput [50] [25]. Recent many-core processors such as Intel’s many-core
Larrabee [80] and Many Integrated Core (MIC) [15] processor can support hun2

dreds of hardware threads. The benefits of coordinating the thread scheduling
and cache management policies may also apply to these processors.

1.1

Memory Systems in Throughput Processors
GPUs rely on massive multithreading to tolerate memory latency and

deliver high throughput. For example, a modern NVIDIA Kepler GPU [67]
can have up to 30,000 threads hardware-resident and operating simultaneously.
GPU memory systems have grown to include a multi-level on-chip cache hierarchy with both hardware and software controlled cache structures. The
top-end NVIDIA Kepler chip now includes a total of nearly a megabyte of
primary cache (including both hardware and software controlled cache) and
1.5MB of L2 cache. Many-core processors, which also target throughput computing instead of single-thread performance, employ limited per-core threading
and relatively larger data caches. The difference between GPUs and many-core
memory systems is highlighted in Table 1.1, which summarizes the thread and
cache capacity of contemporary throughput processors. Prior research demonstrates that the cache hierarchy in many-core processors is still essential for
good performance and energy efficiency [25]. The primary cache capacity per
thread for GPUs is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude smaller than for a many-core
processor. GPUs can only supply less than a single cache line of space on average, per thread. As a result, keeping the working set of all threads resident
in the primary cache is infeasible on a fully occupied streaming multiprocessor
(SM);

3

Table 1.1: Per-thread L1 cache capacity of modern throughput processors

L1 Size
Threads
/Core
L1
Capacity
/thread

1.2

NVIDIA
Kepler
[67]
48 KB L1
2,048

NVIDIA
Intel
Fermi [63] Larrabee
[80]
48 KB L1
32 KB L1
1,536
4

Intel
MIC
[15]
32 KB L1
4

Oracle
T3 [83]

24 B

32 B

8,192 B

1,024 B

8,192 B

8 KB L1
8

Key Factors that Affect GPU Memory Throughput
Memory systems have been well-known performance bottlenecks for

both CPUs and throughput processors [6] [26] [76] [40] [25] [54]. For throughput processors, there are three major factors that affect the cache efficiency
and the memory system throughput dramatically, namely cache management
policies, GPU thread scheduling and on-chip/off-chip resource saturation.
1.2.1

Cache Management Policies
Compared to a CPU cache, a GPU cache exhibits two significant dif-

ferences. First, as we demonstrate in Section 1.1, the limited per-thread cache
capacity causes a significant cache thrashing problem. Second, the cache access stream is a mix of requests from many threads. The reuse pattern of a
cache block is often largely affected by the scheduling priority of the threads
fetching the block.
Cache management policies, such as replacement, bypassing and allo4

cation algorithms etc., have a direct effect on cache efficiency and thus affect
memory system throughput significantly. Parts of this dissertation focus on
enhancing cache replacement, bypassing and allocation algorithms by coordinating with the GPU thread scheduling to improve cache efficiency.
An optimal cache replacement algorithm always evicts the cache blocks
that will be referenced furthest in the future. Unfortunately, oracular knowledge about the future reuse of cache blocks is not available in reality, thus cache
replacement algorithms predict the reuse interval of all blocks based on past
references. The most common replacement algorithms, such as Least Recently
Used (LRU) and its approximation Not Recently Used (NRU) [27] [87], are
often based on an assumption that cache access patterns are recency-friendly.
However throughput processors’ cache access patterns are often highly affected
by thread interleaving. The reuse pattern of a cache block could be determined by the thread scheduling algorithm which may radically change reuse
distances. For instance, the Greedy-Then-Oldest (GTO) thread scheduling
algorithm prioritizes the warps based on their fetch order (i.e. age). A reuse
in a young warp is likely to be interrupted by requests from the older warps.
The mismatch between the replacement algorithm and cache access patterns
is the root cause that leads to GPU cache inefficiency.
Cache thrashing occurs when the working set of an application is too
large to fit in the cache. It is one of the major problems that degrade GPU
cache efficiency. GPUs support tens of thousands of hardware threads and
hide long-latency operations by issuing instructions from unstalled threads.
5

Each of the GPU threads normally processes a portion of the input data. The
total working set size of a GPU program often is proportional to the number
of active threads. The limited GPU cache capacity often cannot capture the
total working set of all threads resulting in frequent cache eviction and thus
low cache efficiency.
Cache pollution is defined as the problem that occurs when cache
blocks with little reuse or no reuse evict the high-reuse blocks. The per-thread
cache capacity of the GPU is very limited. The low-reuse blocks waste the
limited cache capacity and degrade cache efficiency. It is important that the
no/low-reuse cache blocks can be identified so that the replacement algorithm
can evict them earlier than the others.
The thrashing and pollution problems often manifest themselves at the
same time [68] [91]. This requires complex replacement algorithms to learn
the reuse pattern of cache blocks and to achieve higher cache efficiency. In
this dissertation, we propose new replacement and bypassing algorithms to
improve the cache efficiency. For each block, the new algorithms consider the
scheduling priority of the fetching thread and the reuse behavior of the block
to improve the replacement and bypassing algorithms.
1.2.2

GPU Thread Scheduling
Unlike CPUs that only support a small number of hardware thread

contexts, throughput processors support a large number of hardware thread
contexts to hide the memory access latency by fast context-switching among
6

these threads. The GPU hardware thread scheduler selects warps which already have all the operands ready for execution. The scheduling algorithm has
a significant effect on cache access patterns. Simple round-robin scheduling algorithms check the readiness of all warps one-by-one. Each warp gets roughly
equal time-slice. Although loose round robin policies promote fairness, GPUs,
unlike CPUs, are designed to provide high throughput. Inter-thread fairness
is not the design goal of a GPU. Furthermore, round robin policies allow all
warps to be active hence lead to a large aggregated working set, which can
result in GPU cache thrashing. Prior research proposes the Greedy then Oldest (GTO) algorithm, which favors the oldest warp and minimizes the total
working set. It has been proven [77] that the GTO algorithm provides the
highest throughput on average compared to other common thread scheduling
policies on cache-sensitive workloads.
We observe that the cache replacement policy and the thread scheduling
policy can coordinate to increase the cache efficiency and thus improve the total
throughput. We enhance the GPU thread scheduler with a cache allocation
mechanism, which not only decides the issue order of warps but also decides
the cache allocation policy for the memory access in each warp. Our results
show the new scheduler enables GPUs to achieve significant speedup.
1.2.3

Chip Resource Saturation
If it does not hit in the L1 or L2 cache, a memory request needs a col-

lection of chip resources to fetch a data block from the main memory. In this
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dissertation, we refer to the collection of needed resources to service memory
requests as chip resources, which include L1 cache blocks, L1 Miss Status Holding Registers (MSHR) table entries, L2 cache blocks, L2 MSHR entries, DRAM
controller scheduling queue entries, Network-on-Chip (NoC) bandwidth, and
the off-chip bandwidth. A reservation failure of any of these resources stalls
the request and limits the overall memory system throughput.
The off-chip bandwidth has not grown as fast as the transistor density.
Consequently, off-chip bandwidth is often a major performance bottleneck.
On-chip resources, such as the Network-on-Chip bandwidth and the MSHR
table, are designed to satisfy the resource requirements of the common case
not the worst case. However, when a GPU program presents a high memory
divergence, a warp instruction requests access to multiple cache lines resulting
in multiple cache misses. The memory request stream thus becomes bursty
and is likely to saturate the on-chip and off-chip memory bandwidth in a short
period. The queuing latency increases dramatically when a resource reaches its
saturation point. Furthermore, the thread scheduler issues more instructions
from other warps to hide the latency, which not only further increases the
memory access latency, but also increases the aggregated working set size.
As a result, both the off-chip and on-chip bandwidth saturation can degrade
memory system throughput.
In our research, the scheduling and replacement policies are further optimized to reduce NoC traffic by fetching only a portion of a cache line for
the memory requests that are characterized as bypassing requests. Experi8

mental results show that this is key to improving overall throughput for some
benchmarks.

1.3

Dissertation Contribution
This dissertation advocates orchestrating the thread scheduler with the

cache management algorithms for massively multi-threaded throughput processors to alleviate GPU cache thrashing, avoid bandwidth saturation and
maximize GPU memory system throughput. Three independent mechanisms
have been proposed based on this principle. As future work, we expect the
three techniques could be combined to allow them work synergistically to further improve the throughput. The major contributions of this work are as
follows.
1. Investigating the memory system effect of high TLP and identifying the performance bottleneck of each application
In order to investigate how parallelism affects GPU performance, the
cache hit ratio and other chip resource utilization, we characterize a set
of cache-sensitive applications by varying the maximum number of warps
that each thread scheduler allows. We analyze the Instruction Per Cycle
(IPC), L1/L2 cache miss ratio and the chip resource utilization metrics
including the memory request round trip latency, the Network-on-Chip
(NoC) transmission latency and the DRAM bandwidth utilization. We
identify the major performance bottlenecks for each application when
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TLP is higher. Applications are grouped into categories based on the
bottlenecks.
2. Addressing cache thrashing and memory system resource saturation with a thread-scheduling directed cache allocation mechanism
We enhance the thread throttling technique with the Priority-based
Cache Allocation (PCAL) mechanism to address inter-thread L1 cache
thrashing and memory system resource saturation. Unlike thread throttling approaches which force all threads to feed the L1 cache, PCAL
explicitly determines the number of threads to allocate and fill the cache
and the minimum number of threads bypassing the cache to saturate
memory system resources. PCAL can improve performance with two
optimization strategies: either increasing TLP while maintaining cache
hit ratio, or optimizing cache hit ratio while maintaining TLP. This approach reduces the cache thrashing problem and effectively employs the
chip resources that would otherwise go unused by a pure thread throttling approach. We observe 67% improvement on average over the original as-is code and a 18% improvement on average over a better-tuned
warp-throttling baseline.
3. Developing the AgeLRU and Dynamic-AgeLRU GPU-specific
thrashing-resistant cache replacement and bypassing algorithms
We observe that applying thrashing-resistant CPU cache algorithms,
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such as Bimodal Insertion Policy (BIP) [71] and Dynamic Insertion Policy (DIP) [71] to the GPU cache can not effectively address GPU L1
cache thrashing. The primary reasons are: (1) BIP randomly selects
memory blocks to reside in the cache. It tends to activate all warps concurrently and thus increase the size of total working set. (2) DIP relies on
the set-dueling mechanism to evaluate two algorithms on different sets
of the same cache. In a GPU, the order of thread interleaving and cache
access patterns may change when set-dueling is applied to estimate two
algorithms.
We propose the AgeLRU and Dynamic-AgeLRU mechanisms, which are
thread scheduling-aware replacement and bypassing algorithms to overcome the thrashing problem. When selecting a collection of memory
blocks to reside in the cache, AgeLRU minimizes the number of warps
that fetch the cache-resident blocks by prioritizing older warps at replacement. Dynamic-AgeLRU selects the AgeLRU or the LRU algorithm
adaptively, based on the parallel voting mechanism.
There are three variants of the AgeLRU algorithm: (1) replacement-only,
(2) bypassing, and (3) bypassing with traffic optimization. Compared to
the LRU algorithm, the above mentioned three variants of the AgeLRU
algorithm enable increases in performance of 4%, 8% and 28% respectively across a set of cache-sensitive benchmarks.
Our results show that Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithms can avoid degrading the performance of non-thrashing applications by selecting the LRU
11

algorithm.
4. Proposing Reuse-Prediction based Cache Replacement Algorithm
We observe that CPU cache pollution-resistant algorithms can not be
applied directly to a GPU L1 cache. The reason is that the GPU thread
scheduler has a significant effect on the GPU cache access pattern. Without considering the effect of the thread scheduling, a high accuracy reuse
prediction is not achievable.
We propose a Reuse-Prediction-based cache Replacement (RPR) scheme
for a GPU L1 data cache to address the intra-thread cache pollution
problem. To increase the prediction accuracy, RPR uses the GPU thread
scheduling priority to generate a signature which is the index of the
prediction table. RPR can approximate the reuse-distance-based algorithm, the counter-based algorithm, and the AgeLRU algorithm with
various cache block score functions. Among these three configurations,
our results show that the reuse-distance-based algorithm outperforms the
others. Compared to the AgeLRU algorithm we propose in Section 5,
the reuse-distance-based algorithm enables a throughput improvement
of 5% on average for regular applications, and a speedup of 3.2% across
a set of cache-sensitive benchmarks.
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1.4

Dissertation Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses

the related work. Chapter 3 introduces the background of our research, and
describes the baseline GPU architecture and the CUDA programming model.
It also contains characterizations of CUDA applications. The cache sensitivity
and the scheduling algorithm sensitivity are investigated. Our experimental
methodology is also discussed. Chapter 4 describes the PCAL scheme, which
is the thread scheduler directed cache allocation mechanism to address the
inter-thread L1 cache contention and the chip resource saturation problem.
Chapter 5 proposes AgeLRU, a thread-scheduling-aware cache replacement
and bypassing scheme to address the inter-thread cache contention problem.
Chapter 6 introduces RPR, a reuse-prediction based cache replacement policy
to alleviate intra-thread cache pollution. Chapter 7 draws conclusions from
this work and discusses directions for future study.
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Chapter 2
Related Work

This section summarizes prior parallelism tuning and cache management work for both GPUs and CPUs.

2.1
2.1.1

Tuning Parallelism to Improve Performance
Parallelism Tuning for GPUs
Bakhoda, et al. [4] evaluate a number of workloads across several GPU

configurations in which the maximum number of supported CTAs varies. They
note that some workloads perform better when the number of concurrent CTAs
is limited, and attribute this effect to reduced contention for shared resources
(e.g. caches, interconnection network, and DRAM bandwidth). Kayiran, et
al. [39] propose a mechanism to dynamically determine the best number of
CTAs to concurrently schedule to attain the highest performance in light of
these memory system contention effects. They monitor whether a CTA is experiencing a high number of memory-induced stalls or whether it is unable to
keep the machine busy, and dynamically adjust the number of CTAs allowed
to execute on an streaming multiprocessor (SM) to achieve a balance, leading
to good performance. Rogers, et al. [77] [78]directly address L1 data cache
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contention among threads. Their cache-conscious wavefront scheduling technique monitors the L1 cache using a victim tag cache to detect when locality
is being lost due to cache contention among warps. As lost-locality is detected, certain warps are made ineligible to issue additional memory requests,
thereby preserving locality for the remaining warps. Several researchers have
also proposed a variety of schedulers that preferentially schedule out of a small
pool of warps [16, 59, 18, 37]. These two-level schedulers have been developed
for a number of reasons, but all of them generally have the effect of reducing
contention in the caches and memory subsystem by limiting the number of coscheduled warps. Guz et al. [22] [21] describe “the performance valley” that
exists between highly-threaded systems where threading can hide the memory latency and systems in which the working set of the active threads fits
primarily within the cache.
These thread scheduling policies generally improve the performance for
cache-sensitive applications by reducing thread-level parallelism to avoid entering this performance valley. Our approach does not reduce available threadlevel parallelism by throttling threads, but rather seeks to directly reduce the
memory system contention effects by providing preferential service to only a
subset of warps (e.g. those likely to be enabled in one of the thread scheduling
policies above). At the same time, our approach allows the remaining threads
to remain active, opportunistically takes advantage of inter-warp locality with
the warps holding tokens, and exploits available “spare” bandwidth through
the memory system. In effect, our approach seeks to eliminate the “perfor-
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mance valley” - allowing high thread-level parallelism while mitigating the
memory system contention issues that affect these highly-threaded systems.
2.1.2

Parallelism Tuning for CPUs
Nieplocha, et al. [62] note that having too many threads may hurt the

performance for some scientific applications. Suleman, et al. [86] propose the
first dynamic thread throttling technique for Chip Multiprocessors (CMP). A
feedback driven threading (FDT) technique has been proposed to dynamically
decide the best number of threads of CMPs. The technique attempts to avoid
the synchronisation overhead of executing critical sections sequentially from
all threads. It also targets finding the minimum number of threads to saturate
the off-chip bandwidth. Compared to our work, this work is a pure thread
throttling technique, and it does not attempt to avoid inter-thread cache contention problem.
Along with [86], several other dynamic parallelism management approaches have been proposed [84] [53] [61] [49] [101]. Among these techniques,
Sridharan, et al. [84]describe a new technique that tunes the degree of parallelism dynamically adapting to execution condition changes. Luo, et al. [53]
propose to accelerate single thread applications by dynamic spawning speculative threads at runtime. Nicolau, et al. [61]propose a technique to decide when
and how many threads should be spawned at runtime. Lee, et al. [49] describe
a dynamic thread throttling and merging technique which targets optimize
both cache efficiency and inter-thread communication overhead.
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Compared to our work, all these studies [86] [84] [53] [61] [49] [101] [12],
are thread throttling techniques, the only parameter to tune the parallelism
is the total number of threads. Our PCAL work separates the concerns of
saturating different resources, the total number of threads does not have to be
the number for threads to feed the L1 cache or the L2 cache.

2.2

GPU Cache Allocation and Replacement Policies
Jia et al. [33] describe a compile-time algorithm to determine whether to

selectively enable cache allocation in the L1 data cache for each load instruction
in the program. The algorithm does not attempt to predict temporal cache
reuse, but rather focuses on the expected degree of spatial locality among the
accesses within a warp. Accesses that are anticipated to require many cache
lines to satisfy are marked to bypass the L1 data cache. In contrast to our work,
this work identifies the static loads that have the most potential to require a
large number cache evictions, and prevents these loads from disrupting the
cache. Our work focuses on adaptively determining a subset of the warps that
should be enabled to cause cache allocations - allowing temporal reuse, even
for loads performing highly divergent accesses. In addition, their compile time
analysis, unlike our dynamic system, is unable to handle situations in which
the locality is input data dependent.
Jia, et al. [34] propose two mechanisms, request-reordering and bypassingat-stall, to improve GPU cache efficiency. The request reordering mechanism,
applies per-warp queues to hold and group memory requests from same warp.
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It prevents intra-warp reuse pairs from being interrupted by requests from
other warps if the reuse pairs both stay in the queue before accessing cache.
The bypassing at stall mechanism allows a memory request to bypass the cache
when all cache blocks in a cache set have been reserved. Unlike our work, the
bypassing at stall policy only considers the chip resource congestion problem.
When chip resources are not congested, memory requests from all warps still
can feed the L1 cache and lead to the cache thrashing problem. This policy
can be considered as a special case of the bypassing policy we propose for the
Priority based Cache Allocation (PCAL) mechanism.
Rhu, et al. [75] proposes an energy-efficient GPU memory hierarchy,
which predicts spatial reuse patterns of cache blocks and only fetches a portion
of each cache block to save energy consumption and reduce memory bandwidth
requirement. Our PCAL work does not predict spatial locality. PCAL only
allows bypassing loads to not fetch whole cache blocks.
GPU prefetching techniques [48] [36] [82] have been proposed to utilize off-chip bandwidth more effectively and reduce memory access latency to
increase GPU occupancy. The mechanisms this dissertation proposes do not
consider prefetching. However, both AgeLRU and RPR are able to improve
cache efficiency and thus reduce off-chip bandwidth requirement. Prefetching
might complement our techniques to utilize the off-chip bandwidth.
GPU cache analytical models [69] [89] [8] have been proposed based on
stack distance [56] and reuse distance [5]. These studies demonstrate that reuse
distance and stack distance are fundamental to model GPU cache behavior.
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This dissertation proposes RPR mechanism to predict reuse distance of GPU
cache blocks dynamically to improve GPU cache replacement decision.
Software and compiler techniques [102] [11] [88] [94] [100] [93] [99] have
been proposed to improve data layout so that memory system throughput can
be improved. These studies generally focus on software techniques to optimize data locality. This dissertation proposes techniques to optimize thread
scheduler and cache management which do not change the source code. We
expect our techniques and these software techniques might work synergistically to further improve GPU cache efficiency and the overall memory system
throughput.

2.3

CPU Cache Allocation and Replacement Policies
Cache thrashing, the cache pollution and dead block problem are com-

mon issues that degrade cache efficiency. Many thrashing-resistant [51] [71]
[81] [30], pollution-resistant [47] [31] [97] [42] [81] [13] [55] [14] [35] and dead
block prediction [79] [96] [45] [46] [43] [52] techniques have been proposed to
address these problems. We summarize the most relevant CPU cache studies
and compare our work with them.
Lin, et al. [51] propose to assign low replacement priorities to prefetches.
The prefetched blocks are placed in non-MRU point of the replacement priority
chain thus they do not thrash the demand-miss blocks. Qureshi, et al. [71] propose several thrashing-resistant cache adaptive insertion algorithms. Among
them, Bimodal Insertion Policy (BIP) randomly selects a small fraction of all
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cache blocks to reside in the Most Recently Used (MRU) state while the majority of cache blocks are kept in the LRU state. BIP allows a fraction of working
set to reside in cache when the programming working set is much bigger than
the cache capacity. However, BIP hurts the performance for the no-thrashing
workload. The paper proposes the Set-Dueling mechanism which allows multiple replacement/insertion policies to be compared to select one at runtime.
Applying the Set-Dueling mechanism beyond BIP, a Dynamic Insertion Policy
(DIP) is proposed to choose between BIP and LRU adaptively. Compared to
BIP/DIP, the AgeLRU replacement policy we propose targets the thrashing
problem of GPU caches. AgeLRU considers the thread scheduler’s effect on
the memory access patterns. While BIP/DIP randomly selects cache blocks
to stay at MRU position, AgeLRU assigns higher priority to the cache blocks
fetched by the older warps.
Lee, et al. [47] propose the Least Frequently Used replacement (LRU)
algorithm to avoid no reuse memory requests from polluting the cache. It is
able to identify the no reuse or low-reuse cache blocks based on the reuse frequency but cannot capture the reuse from the recency-friendly access patterns.
Jaleel, et al. [31] propose a replacement policy named Static Re-reference
Interval Prediction (SRRIP) to address the cache pollution problem, and extend SRRIP to Dynamic Re-reference Interval Prediction (DRRIP) to address
the cache thrashing problem. Both of the algorithms are implemented based
on the Not Recently Used (LRU) [27] [87] replacement algorithm. SRRIP
predicts that cache blocks that get reused after being fetched are likely to be
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reused again. SRRIP promotes cache blocks on cache hit and partially solves
t he cache pollution problem. This paper also proposes DRRIP, which applies
the Set-Dueling mechanism to select SRRIP and LRU dynamically. However,
SRRIP can perform the promotion only if there is reuse happening. When the
length of the scan pattern is longer than the cache capacity, SRRIP does not
have an opportunity to promote reusable cache blocks and thus cannot filter
out the no-reuse blocks. Therefore, SRRIP and DRRIP only partially solve
the cache pollution problem. The root reason that SRRIP cannot fully solve
the cache pollution problem is that it can only learn the reuse behavior of a
cache block when the block is resident in cache. Even if SRRIP learns the
reuse pattern of a cache block, it cannot store it externally, thus the learned
pattern cannot be applied to this block again or to the other cache blocks that
may share similar reuse behavior.
Wu, et al. [97] propose the Signature based Hit Predictor (SHiP) to improve on SRRIP [31]. Unlike SRRIP, SHiP does store the learned reuse pattern
of cache blocks. but rather stores the hit/miss history of cache blocks and associates the history with a corresponding signature. The memory references
that share the same signature are expected to share the reuse pattern. SHiP
categorizes memory references into different groups based on the signature of
selected attributes of each memory reference. For example, the signature can
be formatted by hashing the Program Counter (PC), memory region address
or instruction sequence history. As a result, SHiP can predict whether a cache
block gets reused or not based on its signature and the corresponding hit/miss
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history of this signature. It can place a cache block in the MRU or LRU state
based on the predicted hit/miss, thus be able to avoid polluting the cache with
no-reuse block .
Keramidas, et al. [42] propose a reuse-distance prediction based cache
replacement policy. Compared with SHiP [97], it not only stores and applies
the reuse hit/miss history of cache blocks but also the reuse-distance history
of cache blocks. With the additional information, this new technique can not
only predict whether a cache block hits but also when the reuse happens.
Compared to these thrashing-resistant or pollution-resistant CPU cache
management techniques, our work, AgeLRU and RPR, not only leverage the
insights from these techniques to address similar problems for GPU caches, but
also consider GPU specific attributes to better address GPU cache problems.
For example, unlike SHiP [97] which categorizes memory references based on
PC or memory region address, our approaches also apply the age of a warp as
a factor during categorization.
Dead block problem is also one of the major problems degrading cache
efficiency. There are five types of dead block predictor that have been proposed: (1) software based dead block identifying mechanism [79] [96], (2)
instruction sequence based predictor [45], (3) timing based predictor [46], (4)
counter based predictor [43], and (5) burst based predictor [52]. Compared
to these techniques, our work AgeLRU algorithm considers the effect of GPU
thread scheduling and utilizes the fetching warps ID to evict the dead cache
blocks that are fetched by inactive warps. Unlike th CPU cache dead block
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predictors, AgeLRU does not need extra prediction table to store reuse information.
Cache bypassing has been widely exploited in CPU to avoid pollution [19] [32] [38] [92]. These studies rely on cache controllers to make the
bypassing decision. In contrast, our work PCAL relies on the scheduler to
choose cache threads and bypassing threads.
Other research has been done on partitioning CMPs caches [70] [98] [9]
[24] [28] [103] [58] [60] [41]. This work generally deals with multi-programmed
workloads, often focusing on fairness and other quality-of-service metrics to
ensure one thread does not use a disproportionate share of cache/memory
system resources starving the remaining threads. In contrast, our work targets
GPU caches. Inter-thread fairness is not the design target of such throughput
processors.
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Chapter 3
Background

In this chapter, we provide the necessary background for the reader.
We begin with contemporary GPU architecture and the CUDA programming
model. Next, we characterize a collection of CUDA applications. We investigate their cache sensitivity and select the subset of applications that
are cache-sensitive to evaluate our work. We also study the sensitivity of
the benchmarks to the thread scheduling policies, and demonstrate that the
Greedy-Then-Oldest (GTO) algorithm performs better than other common
scheduling algorithms. Finally, our experimental methodology is detailed.

3.1

Contemporary GPU Architecture
Using NVIDIA terminology, modern GPUs consist of many stream-

ing multiprocessor cores (SMs) on a chip, along with a logically shared but
physically banked on-chip L2 cache and multiple high-bandwidth memory controllers. For example, our baseline throughput processor, NVIDIA’s GTX480
Fermi GPU, has 15 SMs, 768KB of on-chip L2 cache, and 6 GDDR5 memory controllers [63]. Figure 3.1 shows the chip level overview of such a GPU.
On this chip, each SM includes a 32KB register file, many parallel arithmetic
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pipelines, a 64KB local SRAM that can be split between an L1 cache and
a software controlled scratchpad memory, and the capacity to execute up to
1,536 threads. Each SM can support multiple warp schedulers, and each warp
scheduler selects instructions from a subset of warps. Figure 3.2 provides a
detailed diagram of a SM. In this model, the L1 cache that can be carved out
of the local SRAM is 16KB or 48KB.

Figure 3.1: Chip level overview of baseline GPU

3.2

CUDA Programming Model
In the CUDA programming model [65], a parallel program is decom-

posed into kernels or grids that consist of multiple thread blocks or cooperative
thread arrays (CTAs). In contemporary GPUs [63] [67], a CTA contains up
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Figure 3.2: Streaming multiprocessor architecture.
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to 1024 threads. The execution of CTAs can be performed in any order. Programmers are encouraged to expose as much parallelism as possible as the
GPU driver and hardware handles the mapping and scheduling of parallel
tasks to the SMs. Each CTA consists of one or more warps, each of which has
32 threads that execute together in a SIMD fashion.

3.3

Thread Scheduling
When a GPU launches a CUDA application, it enqueues the kernels

into a streaming queue and dispatches them in order. In our work, GPUs
execute kernels sequentially. A global CTA scheduler [65] dispatches CTAs to
all SMs until the SMs can not support more CTAs. The maximum number
of CTAs each SM can launch simultaneously is determined by the resource
constrains on each SM including the maximum number of threads, the share
memory size and the register file size. The total size of the share memory
space that the launched CTAs declare can not exceed the share memory capacity on each SM. Similarly, the launched CTAs can not require a register
file size that is larger than the register file capacity on each SM. After a SM
launches CTAs, each warp scheduler on the SM selects and issues instructions
from a subset of warps. In this work, we study the interaction between warp
scheduling algorithms and cache management algorithms. We often refer the
warp scheduler to the thread scheduler in this dissertation.
The most commonly used thread scheduling algorithms are Loose-RoundRobin (LRR), Two-Level (TwoLev) and Greedy-Then-Oldest (GTO). Each of
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the algorithms is summarized briefly below:
• Loose-Round-Robin (LRR)
The LRR algorithm checks whether a warp is ready to execute in a roundrobin order, hence that each warp roughly has an equal opportunity to
execute. The LRR algorithm tends to activate all warps on each SM. All
warps actively access their data working sets, often thrashing the L1D
cache and degrading the overall throughput.
• Greedy-Then-Oldest (GTO)
The GTO algorithm prioritizes a single warp until it stalls, then it prioritizes the warps based on their fetch order. The GTO algorithm minimizes
the total number of active threads (i.e. the thread that has outstanding
memory requests), and the oldest warp tends to have higher priority to
execute.
• Two-Level (TwoLev)
The thread scheduler divides warps into fetch groups. During scheduling,
the scheduler prioritizes the warps in current fetch group. It does not
check the warps in the next fetch group until all warps in the current
fetch group stall.

3.4

Application Characterization
In this section, we describe the benchmarks we evaluate, introduce our

criteria to select cache-sensitive benchmarks, and analyze the effect that the
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thread scheduling algorithms have on cache hit ratio and overall throughput.
3.4.1

Cache-Sensitive Benchmarks

Benchmark Selection Criteria: To evaluate our work, we select cachesensitive benchmarks from a large collection of applications that include NVIDIA
SDK [64], PolyBench [20], Parboil [85], Mars [23], Rodinia [10], LonestarGPU [7]
and CoMD [29]. Due to long simulation periods, we execute some applications only up to the point where overall IPC exhibits small variations among
different iterations of the kernel. We select cache-sensitive benchmarks using the following criteria: all the benchmarks are simulated with the baseline
configuration as in Table 3.4 plus a large-cache configuration where the L1
and L2 capacity are increased to 16 times larger of the baseline configuration.
An application is classified as cache-sensitive if the large-cache configuration
achieves a speedup of 2X or higher compared to the baseline configuration.
For applications from different benchmark sets but with similar functionality,
only one of multiple instances is kept. Table 3.1 shows the speedup that the
large-cache configuration achieves over the baseline configuration. Table 3.2
lists the selected cache-sensitive benchmarks based on the benchmark selection
criteria.
3.4.2

Thread Scheduling Effects on Cache Efficiency and Throughput
GPU cache access patterns are largely shaped by the thread sched-

uler. The scheduling algorithm affects the cache efficiency significantly. Cache
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Table 3.1: Speedup normalized to the baseline Fermi configuration, when increasing L1 and L2 cache capacity to 16X
Benchmark
2DCONV
3DCONV
3MM
ATAX
BACKPROP
BFS
BH
BICG
B+TREE
CFD
COMD
CORR
COVAR
CUTCP
FASTWT
FDTD-2D
GAUSSIAN
GEMM
GESUMMV
GRAMSCHM
HEARTWALL
HISTO
HOTSPOT
IBFS
II
KMEANS
KMN
LBM
LEUKOCYTE
LIB
LPS
LS BFS
LUD

Speedup
1.00
1.39
1.07
2.99
1.10
2.30
1.08
2.70
1.10
2.23
2.45
1.01
1.00
1.00
0.97
1.01
1
1.10
3.36
1.15
1.03
1.37
0.99
3.38
5.05
1.59
7.46
1.08
0.99
1.77
1.01
2.09
1.01

Benchmark
MM
MONTECARLO
MRI-GRIDDING
MRI-Q
MST
MUM
MUMMERGPU
MVT
MYOCYTE
NN
NQU
NW
PARTICLEFILTER
PVC
PVR
RAY
SAD
SCALARPROD
SGEMM
SM
SP
SPMV
SRAD V1
SRAD V2
SS
SSSP
STENCIL
STO
SCLUSTER
SYRK D
TPACF
WC
AVG
30

Speedup
1.11
1.13
1.01
1.00
1.52
1.47
1.48
2.90
1
1.02
1
1.14
1.14
1.98
1.91
1.03
0.99
1.00
1.07
1.63
2.05
1.76
1.44
1.01
2.38
2.20
1.05
1
6.14
5.28
1.00
2.73
1.78

Table 3.2: Cache-sensitive CUDA benchmarks
Abbreviation
CoMD
II
BFS
CFD
KMN
SM
SS
SCLUSTER
SSSP
ATAX
BICG
GESUMMV
MVT
SP
WC

Description
Ref.
Molecular Dynamics
[29]
Inverted Index
[23]
Breadth first search
[7]
CFD solver
[10]
K-means
[77]
String Match
[23]
Similarity Score
[23]
Streamcluster
[10]
Single-source shortest paths
[7]
Matrix-transpose-vector multiply
[20]
BiCGStab linear solver sub-kernel
[20]
Scalar-vector-matrix multiply
[20]
Matrix-vector-product transpose
[20]
Survey Propagation, a heuristic SAT-solver [7]
Word Count
[23]
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Table 3.3: Classifying Benchmarks by scheduler preference
Groups

Definition

LRR-Preferred

LRR algorithm outperforms GTO
by more than 5%
GTO algorithm outperforms LRR
by more than 5%
The throughput difference between LRR and GTO is less than
5%

GTO-Preferred
No Preference

Number
of Benchmarks
5
18
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oblivious replacement algorithms including LRU are not able to capture the
scheduler-algorithm specific reuse patterns. Prior research [77] demonstrates
that the GTO algorithm performs best among these scheduling algorithms.
We evaluate the LRR, GTO and TwoLev scheduling algorithms across 65
benchmarks.
Figure 3.3 shows the speedup of the GTO algorithm normalized to the
LRR algorithm. A benchmark with a speedup value smaller than one means
the benchmark works better with the LRR algorithm. Likewise, a speedup
value bigger than one means the corresponding benchmark works better with
the GTO algorithm. To better understand the thread scheduling algorithm
effects on performance, we classify all benchmarks into three categories by
their scheduling algorithm preference. The results are shown in Table 3.3.
Among the 65 benchmarks we evaluate, 42 benchmarks are not sensitive to
the scheduling algorithm. 18 benchmarks achieve more than 5% speedup with
the GTO algorithm while there are only 5 benchmarks that perform better
with the LRR algorithm. Figure 3.4 compares the L1 data cache miss rate
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Figure 3.3: Speedup of Greedy-Then-Oldest (GTO) algorithm, normalized to
throughput of Loose-Round-Robin (LRR) Scheduling algorithm
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Figure 3.4: Comparing L1 data cache miss rate of Greedy-Then-Oldest (GTO)
algorithm and Loose-Round-Robin (LRR) scheduling algorithm
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Figure 3.5: Comparing L2 data cache miss rate of Greedy-Then-Oldest (GTO)
algorithm and Loose-Round-Robin (LRR) scheduling algorithm
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between the GTO algorithm and the LRR algorithm. Similarly, Figure 3.5
compares the L2 miss rate for these two scheduling algorithms. As shown
in these figures, the benchmarks that prefer GTO algorithms do so mostly
because they get lower L1 and L2 data cache miss rates when the GTO algorithm is applied.These results match prior studies [77] in terms of scheduling
algorithm preference. Therefore, we choose the GTO algorithm as the default
thread/warp scheduling algorithm in our study. In this dissertation, we advocate that the cache replacement and bypassing algorithm must consider the
effect of the thread scheduling algorithm. Based on the scheduling algorithm
comparison, we select GTO as the most effective scheduling algorithm. In
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, we develop thrash-resistant and pollution-resistant
GPU cache algorithms adapting to the GTO thread scheduling algorithm.

3.5

Methodology
We model the proposed architecture using GPGPU-Sim (version 3.2.1) [1,

4], which is a cycle-level performance simulator of a general purpose GPU architecture supporting CUDA [65]4.2 and its PTX ISA [66]. The GPU simulator
is configured to be similar to NVIDIA GTX480 [63] using the configuration file
provided with GPGPU-Sim [2]. Compared with NVIDIA GPUs, GPGPU-Sim
obtains IPC correlation of 97.3% on Rodinia benchmarks [10]. Key microarchitectural parameters of the baseline configuration are summarized in Table 3.4.
We augment the baseline GPGPU-Sim model with cache set index hashing to improve memory system robustness. We implement set hashing at the
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Table 3.4: Baseline GPGPU-Sim configuration.
Number of SMs
15
Threads per SM
1536
Threads per warp
32
SIMD lane width
32
Registers per SM
32768
Shared memory per SM
48KB
Schedulers per SM
2
Warps per schedulers
24
Warp scheduling policy
Greedy-Then-oldest [77]
L1 cache (size/assoc/block size)
16KB/4-way/128B
L2 cache (size/assoc/block size)
768KB/16-way/128B
Number of memory channels
6
Memory bandwidth
179.2 GB/s
Memory controller
Out-of-order (FR-FCFS)
L1 and L2 to better distribute memory accesses among cache banks to mitigate
the effect of bank conflicts and reduce “bank camping” where regular access
patterns produce excessive contention for a small subset of cache banks. Any
additional deviations to the baseline model are described in the context of the
architecture sensitivity studies in the related chapters.
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Chapter 4
Thread Scheduler Directed Priority-based
Cache Allocation

In this chapter, we enhance the GPU thread scheduler with a mechanism called Priority-based Cache Allocation (PCAL) to address inter-thread
L1 cache thrashing and the chip resource saturation problem.
First we motivate this research by investigating how the parallelism that
a GPU supports affects the throughput and the chip resource utilization. We
demonstrate that throttling techniques [39] [77] are able to reduce the cache
miss rate and improve the overall performance, however throttling techniques
leave memory bandwidth and other chip resources significantly under-utilized.
We observe that the underutilized resources could be sufficient to support extra
threads without further polluting the cache.
Next, based on the observations, we propose PCAL to alleviate the L1
cache thrashing problem and the memory system resource saturation. The
PCAL-enhanced scheduler separates the concerns of the cache thrashing and
the chip resource saturation problem by allowing the total number of threads
to be be different with the number of threads to allocate the cache. PCAL
exploits the available performance improvement with two optimization strate-
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gies, either increasing Thread-Level Parallelism (TLP) while maintaining cache
hit ratio, or optimizing cache hit ratio while maintaining TLP. PCAL assigns
tokens to threads to indicate their privilege to allocate space in the cache, and
gives preferential access to the cache and other on-chip resources to a subset of
the threads (i.e. Token-holder threads), allows another subset of threads (i.e.
Non-token holder threads) to bypass the caches, and throttles the remaining
threads to avoid additional memory access latency. This approach reduces the
cache thrashing problem and effectively employs the chip resources that would
otherwise go unused by a pure thread throttling approach [39] [77].
Next, we describe the mechanisms for implementing PCAL. We introduce an initial implementation of this technique with a static optimization
strategy and parameter selection, called static PCAL. We develop a prioritybased cache management strategy tailored to the needs of massively threaded
processors with limited per-thread cache capacity. Priority tokens are assigned
to warps and grant priority to perform various cache actions, including allocation (fill) and replacement (eviction). We describe how priority tokens can be
used to influence caching and scheduling policy. We describe mechanisms and
policies for assignment, transfer, and release of these cache priority tokens.
Next, we introduce a variant of PCAL with a dynamic parameter selection mechanism, called dynamic PCAL, to adaptively determine the parameters of PCAL . Dynamic PCAL monitors the key statistics of memory
system including cache miss ratio, memory pipeline stall, Miss Status Holding
Registers (MSHR) reservation failure, L1 block reservation failure, Network39

on-Chip (NoC) transmission latency. Based on this statistics, it dynamically
determines the number of threads to allocate the cache and the number of
threads bypassing the cache.
We then describe several extensions to the baseline design, such as
optimization bypassing traffic by only fetching a portion of the cache block
and applying PCAL to the L2 in addition to the L1. At the end, we analyze
the experimental results, and observe 67% improvement over the original as-is
code and a 18% improvement over a better-tuned warp-throttling baseline.

4.1

Understanding How Parallelism Affects Caches Hit
Ratio, Chip Resource Saturation and Throughput
GPGPU programming models, such as CUDA [65] and OpenCL [3],

encourage the programmers to expose a large amount of parallelism. However
GPU often can not achieve a high occupancy due to control divergence [16] [17]
[57] [90] [59] [72] [74] [73] [95] and insufficient memory throughput [57] [39] [77].
This work aims to improve cache efficiency to achieve higher GPU memory
system throughput. Mapping the maximum amount of parallel work that
the hardware can support often leads to cache thrashing and chip resources
saturation problem and thus does not necessarily ensure the best overall performance.
Figure 4.1 shows the chip resources that a GPU memory system integrates, including the L1 and L2 cache blocks (Ê and Í in Figure 4.1), the L1
and L2 MSHR tables (Ë and Î in Figure 4.1), the Network-on-Chip bandwidth
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Figure 4.1: Chip Resources in a GPU Memory System.
(Ì in Figure 4.1), the DRAM controller scheduling queue (Ï in Figure 4.1)
and the Off-chip bandwidth (Ð in Figure 4.1). A memory request, depending on whether it hits the L1 or L2 cache, consumes a subset of these chip
resources to fetch a data block from the GPU memory system. For instance,
when a load request misses both the L1 and L2 caches, in order to fetch a
data block from the main memory, it needs to reserve a L1 cache block, a L1
MSHR table entry, a L2 cache block, a L2 MSHR entry and a DRAM controller scheduling queue entry. It consumes both the NoC bandwidth and the
off-chip bandwidth. If the resources are already in use, the request stalls until
the resource become available again.
To investigate how parallelism affects the cache hit ratio, memory system utilization and the GPU performance, we characterize a set of cachesensitive applications by statically varying the maximum number of warps
that each thread scheduler allows. Our baseline GPU, simulating a contem-
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porary Fermi GPU, allows up to 24 warps per scheduler. When we limit the
number of warps per scheduler, we limit the number of warps that a scheduler
can select instruction from.
4.1.1

Throughput
Figure 4.2 shows how the Instruction-Per-Cycle (IPC) and the speedup

vary with hardware-resident warp count per scheduler for a subset of the benchmarks. For many applications, running with the maximum thread-level parallelism that the hardware can support does not result in the best application
performance. For instance, CoMD performs best with only 6 of 24 warps
enabled. Others, like KMN, show no benefit from additional warps beyond
one.
To establish a firmer baselines for comparison, we define warp-max as
the maximum number of warps that fit per scheduler and warp-opt as the
number of warps per scheduler that provides the best performance. The value
of warp-max is not only limited by the number of threads a SM supports, but
also by the other resource constrains such as the total share memory size that
all threads declare can not exceed the share memory capacity that the GPU
supports. Roughly, warp-max represents naive code and warp-opt represents
software better tuned to our machine configuration. Table 4.1 summarizes
the default (max) warp count and performance-optimal warp count.Compared
to the warp-max configurations, the speedups that warp-opt configurations
provide are also summarized in the table.
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(a) IPC

(b) Speedup

Figure 4.2: IPC and Speedup. Varying maximum number of warps per scheduler.
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Table 4.1: warp-max and warp-opt for key benchmarks
application warp-max warp-opt Speedup
CoMD
16
6
1.53
II
24
2
1.24
BFS
24
8
1.02
KMN
24
1
2.68
SM
24
2
1.18
SS
24
2
1.11
.
SSSP
24
8
1.05
SCLUSTER
24
4
2.44
ATAX
4
4
1
BICG
4
4
1
GESUMMV
4
1
1.69
MVT
4
4
1

4.1.2

Cache Miss Ratio
Figure 4.3a and Figure 4.3b demonstrate how the local L1 miss rate

and the global miss rate (ratio of memory requests that miss both L1 and
L2 cache) vary with hardware-resident warp count per scheduler. When warp
count per scheduler increases from one to maximum, the total TLP increases.
However, for many applications, both the L1 and global miss rate increase
dramatically with a higher TLP. In this case, the cache thrashing prevents the
L1 data cache from capturing most data reuse. The overall cache miss ratio
also increase significantly with a higher TLP. For instance, the L1 miss rate
of CoMD increases from 7% to 64% when warp count per scheduler increases
from one to eight. The global miss rate of CoMD increase from 3% to 48%,
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(a) L1 miss ratio

(b) Global miss ratio (L1 miss ratio * L2 miss ratio)

Figure 4.3: L1 and global cache miss ratio. Varying maximum number of
warps per scheduler.
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showing a very similar trend as L1 miss rate with a higher TLP. The optimal
warp count per scheduler is a trade-off between overall TLP and cache miss
ratio. For example, CoMD performs best with 6 warps per scheduler, which
leads to neither highest TLP nor lowest cache miss ratio.
4.1.3

Memory Request Latency
When a resource in the GPU memory system is saturated by the out-

standing memory requests, the memory requests can not move forward until
the resource becomes available again. This saturation-induced latency increases dramatically with a higher TLP. We measure this effect with the average round-trip latency of the memory requests that miss both the L1 and L2
cache. The round-trip latency of a memory request is defined as the number
of cycles after the request misses the L1 cache for it to go through the memory
hierarchy to fetch the data block from the main memory and come back to the
SM.
Figure 4.4 shows the average round-trip latency of all memory requests
when varying the number of warps per scheduler. The minimal round-trip
latency is about 200 cycles. However, when the total TLP increases, some
benchmarks experience dramatic round-trip latency increases. For instance,
when the TLP increases, the round-trip latency of CoMD increases from less
than 200 cycles to more than 600 cycles. In this case, the memory system gets
saturated and becomes a performance bottleneck of the GPU.
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Figure 4.4: Round-trip latency of memory requests. Varying number of warps
per scheduler.
4.1.4

Chip Resource Utilization
When the TLP increases, the GPU memory system throughput de-

grades for two reasons: (1) cache thrashing, which we discussed in Section 4.1.2,
(2) chip resource saturation, which often leads to a large memory latency increases. These two problems often happen simultaneously. Cache thrashing
leads to more outstanding requests and more resource saturations, which in
turn increases memory latencies and activates more memory requests to further
thrash the cache. In this section, we measure the NoC latency, the memory
pipeline stall ratio, the memory partition congestion ratio and the off-chip
bandwidth utilization, to identify the most severe bottlenecks.
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NoC latency
We define the NoC latency as the sum of the average sending latency and the
average receiving latency of all packets transmitted through the NoC. When
the NoC bandwidth becomes a bottleneck, the NoC latency exhibits significant
increases.
Figure 4.5 shows the NoC latency of all memory requests when varying
the number of warps per scheduler. When the NoC is not saturated, the NoC
latency in general is smaller than 20 cycles. For instance, when no throttling
technique is applied, the NoC latency of most applications is not greater than
20 except CoMD, KMN, SS and SM. Even for these four benchmarks, the NoC
latency is less than 20 when the maximum warp count per scheduler is one.
However, when the total TLP increases, CoMD, KMN, SS and SM experience
dramatic NoC latency increases. There are three reasons for the NoC latency
increase when TLP is higher. Not only are there more active threads, but also
the per-thread cache miss ratio increases dramatically. Additionally, other
saturated resource could propagate a back pressure signal to the NoC output
to keep the requests in the NoC from transmitting to the next stage, and thus
causes the NoC latency increase.

Memory pipeline stall ratio
For a thread scheduler, a memory pipeline stall cycle happens when the scheduler finds at least one ready memory instruction to issue, but the memory
pipeline is stalled. The memory pipeline stall ratio is the average ratio across
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Figure 4.5: Network on Chip (NoC) latency. Varying the maximum number
of warps per scheduler.
all schedulers in all SMs of overall cycles when the scheduler finds ready memory instructions but fails to issue them because of a memory pipeline stall.
Memory pipeline stalls happen mainly because of back pressure from the L1
cache. When a memory request misses the L1 cache, it needs to first reserve
a L1 cache block. Next, it reserves a MSHR entry if there are no previous
outstanding memory requests pending on the same memory block. Failing to
reserve the cache block or the MSHR causes the load-store unit to hold the
instruction and stall the memory pipeline.
Figure 4.6 shows the memory pipeline stall ratio of the key benchmarks
when varying the number of warps per scheduler. For this warp-max GPU
configuration, the benchmarks experience 51% memory stall cycles on aver-
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Figure 4.6: Memory pipeline stall ratio. Varying the maximum number of
warps per scheduler.
age. More than half of all the execution time, some resources in the memory
system are saturated and propagate the back pressure to the warp scheduler so
that the scheduler can not issue any instruction. For these memory-intensive
benchmarks, significant opportunities exist to manage the parallelism explicitly to avoid unnecessary delays caused by any chip resource saturation and
thus improve the memory system throughput significantly.
Figure 4.7 breaks down the memory pipeline stall ratio by the cause of
the stall. Figure 4.7a shows memory pipeline stalls ratio due to the reservation
failure of the L1 cache block. Figure 4.7b demonstrates memory pipeline
stalls ratio due to the reservation failure of the MSHR entry. For most of the
benchmarks except SCLUSTER, MSHR reservation failure is the major cause
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(a) Memory pipeline stall caused by the L1-Block Reservation Failure

(b) Memory pipeline stall caused by MSHR Reservation Failure

Figure 4.7: Breaking down the ratio of memory pipeline stall by its two causes:
L1-Block Reservation Failure, MSHR Reservation Failure. Varying maximum
number of warps per scheduler.
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of memory pipeline stalls. When the baseline configuration is applied, the
schedule allows up to 24 warps to be scheduled, The L1-Block caused memory
pipeline stall ratio is mostly lower than 15%. SCLUSTER is an exception, most
of its memory pipeline stalls are caused by the L1 block reservation failure.
The reason is that SCLUSTER experiences more conflict misses. Before it
reserves all MSHR entries, some sets of the cache are accessed more often and
lead to reservation failure of the L1 blocks.
For most applications, MSHR reservation failures happen more often
than L1 block reservation failures. The major reason is that the baseline GPU
configuration enables 128 L1 cache blocks and 32 MSHR entries. Each MSHR
entry allows up to 8 requests pending on the same entry. For most of the
benchmarks, each MSHR entry only has one pending request for most of the
time. In this case, the MSHR table can hold up to 32 outstanding requests,
while the number of L1 blocks is 128, it is four times bigger than the number
of outstanding memory requests that the MSHR table can practically hold.
Consequently, the L1 MSHR reservation failure happens more often than the
L1 block reservation failure.

Memory partition congestion ratio
When a memory request transmits to the NoC output, it applies to enter a
memory partition which consists of the L2 banks and the DRAM controller.
The memory partition may respond with a busy signal to indicate it can not
accept new request at the time. We define the memory partition congestion
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ratio to be the average ratio across all memory partitions of overall cycles
when the interconnect outputs to DRAM channel is congested. A high memory partition congestion ratio means some resources in the memory partition
are saturated. These resources include the L2 cache blocks, MSHR, DRAM
controller scheduling queue or the off-chip memory bandwidth.

Figure 4.8: Memory partition congestion ratio. Varying the maximum number
of warps per scheduler.
Figure 4.8 shows that the memory partition congestion ratios of the key
benchmarks when varying the number of warps per scheduler. Most benchmarks, except CoMD, II, KMN and SS, show less than 5% memory partition
congestion. This indicates that these benchmarks are not bottlenecked by
the resources related to memory partition, such as off-chip bandwidth or L2
MSHR table etc. For the other four benchmarks, CoMD, II, KMN and SS, the
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memory partition congestion ratio is also lower than 5% when the schedule
only allows one warp to be scheduled. However, when TLP is higher, this
congestion ratio increases significantly. They all show more than 10% memory
partition congestion when the baseline configuration (24 warps per scheduler)
is applied. The congestion ratio increase is caused by both L1/L2 thrashing
with the high TLP.

Off-Chip bandwidth utilization
DRAM controllers communicate with DRAM chips through the off-chip bus.
The ratio of overall cycles when the off-chip bus is busy is referred to offchip bandwidth utilization. A low off-chip bandwidth utilization does not
necessarily means the off-chip bandwidth has not been a bottleneck during the
execution. When the memory requests become bursty, the off-chip bandwidth
becomes saturated in a short period. However, the busy period might only
be a small portion of overall execution time. The overall off-chip utilization
might still be low.
Figure 4.9 shows how the off-chip bandwidth utilization varies with
hardware-resident warp count per scheduler. For most applications, the bandwidth utilization increases with the higher TLP. The reasons are two-fold.
First, higher TLP leads to more outstanding memory requests and requires
more memory bandwidth. Second, higher TLP results in the higher cache
miss ratios and thus more data needs to be fetched from off-chip DRAM modules. When a throttling technique selects the best warp count per scheduler,
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Figure 4.9: Off-Chip Bandwidth Utilization of benchmarks. Varying the maximum number of warps per scheduler.
the maximum TLP is often not enabled.

Summary
As we have discussed in this section, memory-intensive applications stress the
GPU memory system extensively. Cache thrashing and chip resource saturation happen simultaneously. On one hand, when the TLP is higher, the cache
thrashing problem leads to more outstanding memory requests. More memory
requests require more storage to keep the data blocks and the meta data and
more on-chip/off-chip bandwidth to transmit the requests and the data blocks.
When the related chip resources get saturated, the memory request round-trip
latency increases significantly. The thread scheduler activates more threads to
find more instructions to hide the memory request latency.
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We observe that the number of threads that thrash the cache is often
different than the number of threads that saturate the chip resources. Cache
thrashing is only affected by the cache access patterns. It happens when most
reuse distances exceed the cache capacity. Chip resource saturation is not only
caused by the access pattern, but also affected by the ratio of the memory
instructions(i.e. memory intensity). For instance, if an application travels a
1-million node link-list in order for 10 times, our baseline GPU can not capture
the locality because the average reuse distance of memory requests is much
larger than the cache capacity. Consequently, the cache is thrashed. However,
if the memory intensity of this application is

1
,
1 million

there would not be many

active outstanding memory requests. Consequently, chip resource is not likely
to be saturated.
It is desirable to separate the concerns for the cache thrashing and the
memory system resource saturation. When the cache is thrashed but the chip
resources are underutilized, new mechanisms are needed to utilize the resources
more effectively without further thrashing the cache.
4.1.5

Identifying Performance Bottleneck
In this section, we analyze the performance, the L1/L2 cache miss ratio

and the chip resource utilization metrics varying maximum TLP allowed on
each scheduler. We identify the major performance bottlenecks for each application when TLP is higher. Applications are grouped into categories based
on the bottlenecks.
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The cache thrashing and the chip resource saturation problem happen
simultaneously, most of these memory-intensive applications not only thrash
the cache but also saturate some chip resource. The saturation of different chip
resources also affect one other. For instance, when the NoC bandwidth becomes a bottleneck, the memory access latency increases and thus the memory
requests reserve the cache blocks and the MSHR entries longer. As a result,
the NoC saturation problem increases the number the cache block and MSHR
reservation failures and thus causes more memory pipeline stalls. Therefore,
an application can have more than one bottleneck at the same time.
We analyze application bottlenecks as follows.
• Step 1: Parallelism starvation
For a given application, we compare warp-opt and warp-max. If they are
equal, it means the application reaches the highest performance with the
highest TLP. Although we can not determine whether the performance
can keep increasing with a TLP higher than warp-max, we identify the
bottleneck of the application to be parallelism starvation.
• Step 2: Chip resource saturation
The chip resource saturation problem puts a hard limit for the GPU
throughput. To investigate why performance degrades when TLP exceeds warp-opt, we compare the statistics when the TLP equals warp-opt
+∆ and the ones when the TLP equals warp-opt, where warp-opt +∆
is the minimum warp number profiled that is bigger than warp-opt. For
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instance, the warp-opt value of KMN is one and the warp-opt +∆ value
of KMN is two.
– Step 2.1: Memory partition congestion ratio
If the memory partition congestion ratio increases more than 30%
and exceeds 20%, we identify memory partition congestion as one
of the bottlenecks of the benchmark.
– Step 2.2: NoC latency.
If the NoC latency increases more than 30% and exceeds 20%, we
identify the NoC bandwidth as one of the bottlenecks of the benchmark.
– Step 2.3: MSHR reservation failure.
If the memory pipeline stall ratio due to L1 MSHR reservation failures increases more than 30% and exceeds 20%, we identify the L1
MSHR reservation failure as one of the bottlenecks of the benchmark.
– Step 2.4: L1 block reservation failure.
If the memory pipeline stalls due to the L1 block reservation failures increases more than 30% and exceeds 20%, we identify L1
cache blocks reservation failure as one of the bottlenecks of the
benchmark.
• Step 3: Cache thrashing
For a given application, we compare the L1 miss ratio when the TLP
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equals warp-opt and the one when the TLP is equal to one. If the normalized number of the cache misses increases more than 2X and the cache
miss ratio exceeds 30%, we identify cache thrashing as the bottleneck of
the benchmarks.
We apply these steps to our benchmark set. Table 4.2 summarizes
the major bottlenecks of the benchmarks. The performance bottlenecks, such
as the cache thrashing, the L1 block/MSHR reservation and the NOC bandwidth saturation problems happen simultaneously. It is common that some
benchmarks exhibit multiple performance bottlenecks. These bottlenecks are
specific to the application running on this GPU configuration. Changing the
GPU configuration can change the bottlenecks of the benchmarks.

4.2

Motivation: Two Performance Opportunities Beyond Throttling
In this section, we motivate our research based on our bottleneck anal-

ysis. We first explain why throttling the total number of threads can improve
the overall performance. Next, we discuss two opportunities that can further
improve the performance beyond the known throttling techniques.
4.2.1

Understanding Throttling Techniques
The massive amount of parallelism that GPU hardware supports has

both positive and negative effects on GPU performance. On one hand, a higher
TLP enables a GPU to tolerate more long latency operations by fast context
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Table 4.2: Identifying the bottlenecks for key benchmarks when increasing
TLP beyond warp-opt. The acronyms are defined as follows, ParStrv: Parallelism Starvation, MemCong: Memory Partition Congestion, NoC: NoC Bandwidth Saturation, L1MSHR: L1 cache MSHR reservation failure, L1Blk: L1
cache block reservation failure. L1Thrash: L1 cache thrashing problem
Application ParStrv MemCong NoC L1MSHR L1Blk L1Thrash
CoMD
Y
Y
II
Y
Y
BFS
Y
Y
KMN
Y
Y
SM
Y
Y
SS
Y
.
SSSP
Y
Y
SCLUSTER
Y
ATAX
Y
Y
BICG
Y
Y
GESUMMV
Y
MVT
Y
Y
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switch among threads. On the other hand, the TLP affects L1 miss rate and
L2 miss rate dramatically. When the maximum warp count per scheduler is
allowed, both cache thrashing and resource saturation often become major
problems that degrade overall throughput.
Application performance can be improved by throttling the TLP from
warp-max to warp-opt. The optimal warp count per scheduler is a tradeoff between overall TLP, cache miss ratio and degree of resource saturation.
For example, CoMD performs best with 6 warps per scheduler, which leads
to neither the highest TLP, nor the lowest cache miss ratio nor the lowest
resource congestion ratio.
4.2.2

Two Performance Opportunities Beyond Throttling
Although the throttling techniques can improve the overall throughput

for some applications, they rely on tuning only one parameter, the total number of threads, to balance the total TLP, the cache miss ratio and different
resources in the memory system. The trade-often is often sub-optimal. As we
observe, there are two opportunities to improve the performance beyond the
throttling techniques.
1. Increasing parallelism without thrashing caches
When the TLP is higher, cache thrashing and the reservation failure
of L1 block/MSHR have negative effects on performance. The throttling techniques balance the overall performance among the TLP, the
cache miss ratio and cache resource reservation. When TLP is equals to
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warp-opt, many chip resources are still underutilized, such as the NoC
bandwidth and the off-chip bandwidth etc.
For example, SCLUSTER performs best with 4 warps per scheduler.
As shown in Table 4.2, its major bottleneck is the L1 block reservation
failure. Both the NoC bandwidth and the off-chip bandwidth are not
limiting the performance. If extra threads beside the 4 warps can be
enabled without reserving more L1 blocks, the performance of the original 4 warps should not decrease. The extra threads can utilize the spare
NoC bandwidth to reach L2, and utilize the spare off-chip bandwidth to
access the main memory. Consequently, the extra threads can achieve
extra throughput beyond the throttling techniques.
2. Increase cache hit ratio without decreasing TLP
Throttling techniques allow all threads to access the cache. When optimal throttling is applied, many benchmarks already experience the cache
thrashing problem. There is opportunity to alleviate this thrashing problem. If a subset of threads have higher priority to utilize the cache, their
working sets might fit in the cache to get a high cache hit ratio. Although the other threads experience a lower cache hit ratio, the overall
cache hit ratio might be higher.
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4.3

Token-based Prioritized Cache Allocation (PCAL)
To address the cache thrashing and the chip resource saturation prob-

lem of many-threaded GPGPU architectures, throttling techniques have been
proposed to select the optimal number of threads to alleviate these problems.
However, trashing techniques rely on tuning only one parameter, the
total number of threads, to balance the total TLP, the cache miss ratio and
different resources in the memory system. As we discuss in Section 4.2, the
trade-¿offs that throttling techniques make are often sub-optimal. We develop
Priority-based cache allocation (PCAL), to separate the concerns of the cache
thrashing and resource saturation problems, to exploit the two opportunities
we discuss in Section 4.2.2. PCAL is orthogonal to previous thread-throttling
mechanisms as it can synergistically be adopted on top of previous schemes.
The warp-level-throttling can tune the overall all parallelism at finest granularity to achieve better performance than CTA-level-throttling. Therefore, we
conduct the experiments of PCAL on top of optimal warp-level throttling.
The key idea of PCAL is that the thread scheduler identifies the performance bottleneck, then categorizes all memory references to two groups
by warps: (1) the cache-thread group that allocates cache capacity. (2) the
bypassing-thread group that needs to bypass cache. The cache controller on
the other hand, gives the cache threads preferential access to the cache. The
bypassing threads are forced to bypass the caches. We use tokens to represent
priorities in the memory hierarchy (cache system). Only the memory references from the cache thread group are token-holders, the remaining ones are
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the non-token holders.
4.3.1

Strategies and Challenges

Two Strategies
As we discuss in Section 4.2.2, there are two basic strategies to improve the
overall performance. An application might be feasible for one, both or none
of them. PCAL exploits both of the two opportunities as follows.
1. Strategy one: Increasing TLP while maintaining cache hit ratio
PCAL keeps the number of the cache threads equal to warp-opt, and
selects the minimum number of extra bypassing threads to saturate the
chip resources. In this case, the cache hit ratio of the cache threads does
not change, these threads are expected to maintain the same throughput
as the throughput with the throttling mechanism. The extra bypassing
threads enable PCAL to utilize chip resources more effectively and get
extra throughput beyond that provided by the throttling mechanism.
2. Strategy two: Increasing cache hit ratio while maintaining TLP
PCAL keeps total TLP equal to warp-opt and reduces the number
threads to allocate the cache. The subset of threads that share the
cache are the token-holder threads, which keep their working sets in
cache. The remaining threads are the bypassing threads which do not
thrash the cache.
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Key challenges
The major challenges of PCAL are two-fold as follows.
1. Identify the bottleneck and deciding the basic strategy
There are two basic strategies to improve the overall performance. For
an application, PCAL needs to choose and configure one or neither of
the two strategies adaptively. PCAL collects the statistics such as IPC,
cache miss ratio and chip resource usage metrics etc. PCAL investigates the feasibility of strategy one, increasing parallelism while
maintaining cache hit ratio. PCAL estimates whether the spare
resources are sufficient for adding extra bypassing threads. If resource
saturations happens, PCAL considers strategy two, increasing cache
hit ratio while maintaining TLP. If PCAL speculates that neither
of the two strategies can help improve the performance, it keeps the
application running with the pure throttling technique.
2. Decide the size of the cache thread group size and the bypassing thread group
After PCAL selects the right strategy to improve the performance, it
configures the number of the cache threads and the number of bypassing
threads. Finding the right parameters is critical for PCAL to achieve
higher throughput. For strategy one, PCAL can achieve the best performance when the number of the bypassing threads is the minimum
number of extra bypassing threads need to saturate the chip resources.
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For strategy two, the overall cache hit ratio can be increased only if the
total working set of the cache threads can fit in the L1 cache.

Figure 4.10: Architectural Overview. Paths potentially effected by token priorities are shown.
Initially, we consider software-directed optimization strategy selection
and parameter assignment on a per-kernel basis. The size of the thread groups
may be selected by the developer or the compiler/auto-tuner/profiler and is
supplied to a kernel at launch time with other kernel launch parameters. We
also develop a dynamic mechanism, namely Dynamic PCAL, which decides the
strategy and the size of the thread groups adaptively at runtime.
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4.3.2

Static PCAL
In this section, we consider the software-directed static solution, Static

PCAL. For this research, our baseline is the optimal static warp throttling, which
provides warp-opt as the number of warps per scheduler that enables the best
performance. Static PCAL allows the programmer to choose the strategy from
(1)Strategy one: Increasing TLP while maintaining cache hit ratio or
(2)Strategy two: Increasing cache hit ratio while maintaining TLP
To make the programming interface clear, static PCAL requires the
programmer to provide only one parameter: the Extra Bypassing Thread
Number (EBT N um). Static PCAL decodes the parameter as follows: If
EBT N um == 0, static PCAL limits itself to the pure warp-level-throttling.
It does not enable any extra bypassing thread. If EBT N um > 0, static PCAL
enables strategy one, increasing TLP while maintaining cache hit ratio. static
PCAL sets the size of the cache thread group to be warp-opt and sets the
size of the bypassing thread group to be EBT N um. If EBT N um < 0,
static PCAL enables strategy two, increasing cache hit ratio while maintaining TLP. static PCAL sets the size of the cache thread group to be
warp-opt + EBT N um and sets the size of the bypassing thread group to
be (−1) ∗ EBT N um. The calculation is summarized in Table 4.3.
Figure 4.10 illustrates the basic PCAL implementation. PCAL can be
enabled or disabled for the L2 cache. The implementation of PCAL in the L2
cache is similar to its implementation in the L1 cache and thus is not shown in
the figure. The initial PCAL implementation is applied only at the L1 cache.
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Table 4.3: Input and Strategy of static PCAL. Strategy one and two are
introduced in Section 4.3.1. EBTNum is the acronym of the Extra Bypassing
Thread Number
Input
Strategy
Size of
Size of
cache thread bypassing thread
group (token group (non-token
number)
thread number)
EBT N um == 0
Warpwarp-opt
0
.
Throttling
EBT N um > 0
Strategy
warp-opt
EBT N um
one
EBT N um < 0
Strategy
warp-opt
+ (−1) ∗ EBT N um
two
EBT N um
In the rest part of the section, if not specified explicitly, we refer PCAL on L1
only as PCAL.
At a high level, PCAL gets the Extra Bypassing Thread Number (EBT N um)
from either the programmer or the dynamic thread group partition unit. The
token assignment unit decodes the EBT N um value into the size of the cache
thread group and the size of the bypassing thread group. It is also responsible
for allocating tokens to threads/warps. For each warp, beside its normal scheduler status bits, the Priority bits (Pb) are added to indicate the warp’s token
value. The priority bits are also added to the memory request packet format,
as well as per-line storage of priority token meta-data for the L1 cache. Token
data may be transmitted with any memory request or message to propagate
status. Cache control logic uses token bits to determine which requests may
allocate space in the cache. The token assignment unit in the warp scheduler
is responsible for allocating tokens. The major components of static PCAL
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implementation are as follows.

Strategy Selection and Token count calculation Static PCAL takes
EBT N um as an input parameter. The input parameter EBTNum may be
selected by the developer or the compiler/autotuner/profiler and is supplied
to a kernel at launch time with other kernel launch parameters. Static PCAL
calculates the size of cache thread group i.e. Token Number) and the size of
the bypassing thread group i.e. Non-Token group size) using the formulas in
Table 4.3.

Token assignment: Tokens may be assigned by various mechanisms, including statically by software or dynamically by hardware. Our implementation assigns N tokens to the N oldest warps.

Token Release: Once assigned a token, a warp retains the token until completion. Tokens are released at warp termination and assigned to the oldest
warp that doesn’t currently hold a token.

Token implementation: A warp scheduler keeps scheduler state bits for
each active warp. Tokens assigned to warps are represented as a bit or bits
stored along with the scheduler state bits in the SM-level warp scheduler.
When a memory request is generated, the appropriate token priority is attached to the request. The memory system (e.g., cache) uses the priority to
influence policy.
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PCAL provides preferential cache capacity to the token holder threads,
and allows other threads to execute with low or no access to the cache. To
achieve this goal, PCAL employs the priority tokens to determine caching
policies.

Cache allocation policy: When token holders access the cache, they are
allowed to allocate cache blocks so that the working data sets of the corresponding threads resident in the cache and can be further reused. The notoken holders are not allowed to fill any cache block to avoid any pollution in
our initial implementation.

Cache eviction policy: Similar to the cache allocation policy, In our initial
implementation, possessing a priority token indicates a warp has permission
to initiate replacement (eviction). While the no-token holders are not allowed
to perform eviction.

Hardware implementation overhead In the simplest case, possession of
a token (or lack thereof) can be represented by a single bit. Each warplevel scheduler entry needs to track this additional bit. A small amount of
logic is required to allocate and manage tokens. Additionally, memory request
messages will need to be tagged with this additional data. Usually, several
unused ”reserved” bits exist in message formats to permit future extensions
such as these. Minimal logic overhead is required for managing the assignment
of tokens.
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4.4

Dynamic Optimization Strategy Selection and Bypassing Threads Count Prediction
In this section, we propose a dynamic thread group partition mechanism

with PCAL, Dynamic PCAL. As we discuss in Section 4.3.1, PCAL can exploit
two opportunities, either increasing TLP while maintaining cache hit ratio
or increasing cache hit ratio while maintaining TLP, to improve the GPU
throughput beyond the best throttling technique. Static PCAL allows the
programmer to set just one parameter, the Extra Bypassing Thread Number
(EBT N um). Both the strategy and the size of thread groups can be decided
as shown in Table 4.3. Dynamic PCAL chooses the strategy and EBT N um
for each application adaptively at runtime.
Section 4.4.1 first motivates the needs of a dynamic PCAL scheme.
Next, the high level implementation of the scheme is described in Section 4.4.2.
Finally, the detailed algorithm is explained in Section 4.4.3.
4.4.1

Motivation for dynamic PCAL
Static PCAL is an effective tool for allowing experienced programmers

to tune the performance of GPU applications. The experienced programmers
are able to configure the parameter EBT N um to enable higher throughput.
However, finding the best value of the EBTNum requires programmers to have
a deep understanding of GPU microarchitectures. It is challenging for normal
programmers to apply static PCAL, especially for applications where the best
EBTNum value depends on input set or specific GPU microarchitectural pa-
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rameters. It is desirable for the normal programmers to have a dynamic scheme
that can ease their burden. The goal of dynamic PCAL is to determine the
value of EBTNum dynamically and achieve speedups similar to those provided
by static PCAL.
4.4.2

Overview
At a high level, dynamic PCAL is static PCAL augmented with an

Extra Bypassing Thread Number (EBT N um) predictor. Figure 4.11 shows
the implementation of such a predictor. A EBTNum predictor chooses the
right value of EBT N um. It requires the predictor not only predicts the best
strategy to improve the performance, but also decides the size of the cache
thread group and the bypassing thread group. The warp scheduler and the
cache manager work as in the static PCAL scheme that the warp scheduler
assigns tokens to a set of warps. The cache manager prioritizes the memory
accesses with token to reserve and fill cache blocks.
The EBTNum predictor consists of a phase detector (Ê in Figure 4.11),
a statistics collector (Ë in Figure 4.11) and a state-machine based control unit
(Ì in Figure 4.11). The phase detector triggers the control unit at every new
program phase. The control unit chooses the optimization strategy from two
options, (1) increase TLP while maintaining cache hit ratio and (2) increase
cache hit ratio while maintaining TLP. It also needs to decide the best value
of EN T N um for the chosen strategy based on the statistics collected by the
statistics collector.
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If the control unit finds that there is no sufficient resource to support
a bypassing thread, it applies strategy two to optimize the cache hit ratio.
For instance, the NoC bandwidth is already saturated or the memory pipeline
stalls often due to MSHR reservation failure. In this case, increasing TLP is not
a good option to improve the performance. Dynamic PCAL starts to apply
the optimization strategy two: removing some threads from cache threads
group so that the cache threads can reside their working set in the cache.
Dynamic PCAL searches the best number of the cache threads that minimizes
the overall cache miss ratio with the parallel voting algorithm. Dynamic PCAL
assigns a different value of EBT N um to each SM. Each SM is able to test the
performance effect for a particular EBT N um value. Next, the throughput of
all tested EBT N um value are collected and compared. The EBT N um value
which leads to the highest throughput for the corresponding SM is voted to
be the optimal value of EBT N um. This value is applied to all schedulers in
all SMs.
When the control unit finds that the spare resources are sufficient to
support extra bypassing threads, it exploits optimization strategy one to increase TLP while maintaining cache hit ratio. Dynamic PCAL searches for the
minimum number of extra bypassing threads that saturate the chip resources
using a classic hill-climbing algorithm. The control unit increases the value of
EBT N um by one at every sampling period until it finds that the new value
of EBT N um leads to a lower throughput compared to the performance of the
previous sampling period.
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The hill-climbing algorithm takes multiple sampling periods to find
the target value, while the parallel-voting algorithm normally only needs one
sampling period. However, the parallel-voting can not be applied to decide the
extra bypassing thread number when the strategy one is applied to increase
TLP. The reason is that some chip resources, such as the NoC bandwidth,
are shared among all SMs. The saturation of such resources is induced by the
total number of the memory requests, not the number of requests from a single
SM. Therefore, the parallel-voting algorithm can not identify the best value
of EBT N um when the extra bypassing threads saturate the chip resources
shared by all SMs.
‘

Figure 4.11: Implementation of dynamic PCAL.
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4.4.3

Extra Bypassing Thread Number Predictor
The phase detector samples runtime statistics periodically, including

L1/L2 cache miss rate and instruction per cycle (IPC). When the relative
changing ratio compared to previous sampled values is bigger than a predefined
threshold, the phase detector understands either the program has potentially
entered a new phase. It identifies a new coming program phase only if the
change lasts for several sampling period.
The statistics collector is a collection of programmer counters to diagnose the GPU memory system status. It collects runtime statistics periodically,
including the available warps per shader, the memory partition congestion ratio, the NoC latency and the memory pipeline stall ratio, as we have discussed
in Section 4.1.4.
The control unit is implemented as a state machine. It is triggered
by the phase changing signal, identifies the resource bottleneck based on the
statistics, chooses the strategy to improve the performance and decides the
value of EBT N umb. On a new program phase, the controller first checks
the feasibility of the two optimization strategies. If there are sufficient chip
resources to increase TLP, the controller applies a hill-climbing algorithm (Ï
in Figure 4.11) to find the best number of extra bypassing threads that can
be added to the system. It increases EBT N um by one at every sampling
period until the performance is no longer increasing. If the controller finds the
chip resources are already saturated and are not sufficient to support a higher
TLP, it applies the parallel-voting algorithm (Ð in Figure 4.11), exploiting the
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possibility to increase the cache hit ratio.
The state, the transition conditions and the actions of the state machine
are introduced as follows.
• Init State(Î in Figure 4.11). This state indicates the program is at the
beginning of a new program phase. When an application starts, this is
the default state. No optimization is applied and the application runs
with a default configuration. For instance, when the warp-throttling is
applied as the baseline, the application runs with T LP = warp-opt.
The statistics collector samples the chip resource utilization to allow the
control unit to estimate whether spare resources are sufficient to support
extra bypassing threads.

Transition After the application stays at this state for at least one
sampling period, the state machine moves to the next state by following
rules:
– When increasing TLP is feasible (Ò in Figure 4.11), it
moves to the Hill-Climbing State (Ï in Figure 4.11)
When the following three conditions are all satisfied, the controller
predicts that there are sufficient spare resources to support extra
bypassing threads. It allows increasing the TLP to improve the
throughput. (1) the NoC latency is not higher than a predefined
threshold. (2) the memory pipeline stall ratio is not higher than a
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predefined threshold. (3) there are warps throttled so that adding
TLP is possible.
Action before transition: The controller unit starts to apply
the hill-climbing algorithm to search an optimal positive value for
EBT N um, it sets EBT N um = 1 before moving to the Hill-Climbing
state.
– When increasing cache hit ratio is preferred (Ó in Figure 4.11), it moves to the Parallel-Voting State (Ð in Figure 4.11)
When the controller predicts that there is not sufficient spare resource to support a bypassing thread, it tries to optimize the cache
hit ratio to avoid the thrashing.
Action before transition: The controller unit applies the parallel voting algorithm to search for an optimal negative value for
EBT N um. Initially, before moving to the Hill-Climbing state, the
controller assigns a different value of EBT N um to each SM. Therefore, each SM is able to test the performance effect for a particular
value of EBT N um. The predictor does not have to test all possible
values of EBT N um, instead it can test every other token number
to minimize the test period.
• Hill-Climbing State(Ï in Figure 4.11). This state indicates that the
controller is applying the hill-climbing algorithm to search for an optimal
positive value for EBT N um. At this state, EBT N um is the positive
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number that decides the number of extra bypassing threads that the
spare resources can maintain without saturation happening.
The controller compares the performance of the current sampling period
to the performance of the previous sampling period to figure out whether
EBT N um needs to increase.

Transition The state machine moves to the next state using following
rules.
– IP Ccurrent > 110% ∗ IP ClastSampling , It stays at Hill-Climbing
State (Ï in Figure 4.11)
It means that enabling more bypassing threads leads to a higher
performance. The controller predicts TLP needs to be higher. It
increases the bypassing thread number again.
Action before transition: It increases EBT N um by one.
– IP Ccurrent < 97%∗IP ClastSampling , It moves to the Stable state
(Ñ in Figure 4.11)
It means that enabling more bypassing threads leads to a lower
performance. The controller predicts TLP needs to be lower. It
removes one bypassing thread
Action before transition: It decreases EBT N um by one.
– 97% ∗ IP ClastSampling < IP Ccurrent < 110% ∗ IP ClastSampling , It
moves to the Stable state (Ñ in Figure 4.11)
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It means that enabling more bypassing threads does not lead to
a significant performance change. The controller considers current
TLP to be optimal. The current EBT N um value is kept until a
new programing phase comes.
Action before transition: None.
• Parallel Voting State(Ð in Figure 4.11). This state indicates that
the controller is applying the parallel voting algorithm to search for an
optimal negative value for EBT N um to improve the cache performance.
Before the state machine moves to this state, the controller assigns different value of EBT N um to each SM. Each SM tests the performance
effect for a particular value of EBT N um. After the parallel voting unit
tests all preferred token numbers, the best value of EBT N um can be
voted out based on any predefined goal, such as minimize energy consumption. In our experiment, the goal to select the best EBT num is to
maximize the IPC. At the end of this sampling period, the throughputs
for all tested EBT N um values are collected and compared. The value
which leads to the highest throughput for the corresponding shader is
voted to be the best value of EBT N um.

Transition the state machine moves to the next state by following
rules:
– It moves to the Stable state (Ñ in Figure 4.11)
The EBT N um value which leads to the highest throughput among
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all SMs is voted to be the best value of EBT N um.
Action before transition:All SMs then feed the best EBT N um
value to their warp schedulers.
• Stable mode. This state indicates the program is in the middle of a
stable program phase. The best value of EBT N um has already been set
at the beginning of current phase. The phase detector keeps sampling
runtime statistics to identify new phase.

Transition the state machine moves to the next state only when a new
phase is detected.
Action before transition:All optimizations are disabled. It allows the
application to run under the default configuration. EBT N um is set to
be zero.

4.5

Bypassing Traffic Optimization
In this section, we propose an optimization of PCAL, namely bypassing

traffic optimization (BTO), to reduce the size of the bypassing traffic and save
NoC bandwidth.
As we discuss in Section 4.1.5, memory intensive GPU applications
sometimes saturate chip resources, which often limits the overall GPU throughput. The PCAL mechanism exploits two strategies to optimize system throughput. The first optimization strategy is to enable extra bypassing threads until
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some chip resources get saturated. NoC bandwidth is one of these common
bottlenecks. The bypassing traffic optimization aims to utilize the spare NoC
bandwidth more effectively and allow the reserved resources such as L1 blocks
and MSHR entries to be released earlier. Consequently, PCAL can activate
more bypassing threads to achieve a higher throughput.
In a memory hierarchy, when a load request misses the cache, it normally fetches the whole cache block to capture the spatial locality of the memory access streams. However, when PCAL enables extra bypassing threads,
the memory requests from the bypassing threads do not allocate cache blocks,
so a bypassing memory request does not need to fetch the whole cache block.
Instead, it only needs to fetch the data that has been really required by the
instruction. For instance, a memory request may only need to fetch a single
word. However, a data cache is normally implemented with SRAM blocks,
each cache block normally consists of several data segments. The size of a
segment is normally bigger than a byte or a word. Our baseline simulator configuration sets the L1 data block size to be 128 bytes which are implemented
as 4 32-byte segments. We optimize the PCAL mechanism by allowing the
bypassing memory accesses to only fetch the corresponding segments instead
of the whole cache block.
This bypassing traffic optimization can improve the throughput of PCAL
in two ways. First, it reduces the NoC latency. When static PCAL or dynamic
PCAL adds more threads as the bypassing threads, the bypassing traffic optimization reduces the possibility that the NoC bandwidth saturates. Conse81

quently, when the bottleneck resource is the NoC bandwidth, PCAL is able
to add more bypassing threads to achieve higher throughput. Second, this
optimization reduces the NoC latency. The round-trip latency of all memory
requests is likely to decrease. The resources that reserved by the memory
requests from cache threads, such as cache blocks and MSHR entries can be
released earlier. Therefore, when the L1 block and MSHR reservation failure are major bottlenecks, this optimization can help PCAL to enable more
bypassing threads.

4.6

Opportunistic Caching
We consider allowing cache blocks to be allocated opportunistically.

That is, a non-token-holding thread can fill data into the cache if there are
open cache blocks not currently used by token holders.
When cache blocks are allocated to certain number of threads, some
cache blocks may not be touched by the prioritized threads during certain
period. To exploit the opportunity, PCAL allows the de-prioritized threads
to reserve and fill the unused cache blocks to utilize the cache more effectively. Clearing the priority information of each cache block when all prioritized threads that have accessed the block finishes, may allow more cache
block be utilized by the de-prioritized threads. We evaluate several types of
token clearing approaches. (1) flushing when a kernel ends, (2) flushing when
all owners end, (3) flushing when the last owner ends, (4) flushing periodically.
Our results show that all four methods perform similarly. Consequently, we
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choose the simplest design to flush the cache block priority information when
the kernel ends.

4.7

PCAL on Top of CTA Level Throttling
PCAL is orthogonal to existing thread-throttling mechanisms as it can

synergistically be adopted on top of previous schemes. We conduct the experiments of PCAL on top of optimal warp-level throttling because warp is
the finest granularity of execution. Prior researchers also propose to throttle
the thread-level parallelism at CTA granularity. Compared to the CTA-level
throttling, warp-level-throttling can tune the overall all parallelism at finer
granularity to achieve better performance. Therefore, warp-throttling outperforms CTA-throttling for most benchmarks.
The implementation of PCAL on top of CTA-level throttling are very
similar to implement PCAL on top of warp level throttling. Therefore the
implementation details are not described again.

4.8

Results
In this section we present results for our priority-based cache allocation

mechanism. As described in section 3.4, we compare to both warp-max and
warp-opt in our results. We first analyze the results of static PCAL, applying each of the two optimization strategies we discuss in Section 4.3.1. We
investigate the speedup, the cache miss ratio, the round-trip memory request
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latency, the NoC latency and the resource reservation failure, when varying
the number of Extra Bypassing Threads (EBT N ). We discuss the reason that
each application can or can not benefit from the static PCAL strategies.
Next, we explore a mechanism to dynamically select the optimization
strategy and the number of extra bypassing threads to assign. We then evaluate using our bypassing traffic optimization mechanism to save the NoC bandwidth and improve the overall throughput.
4.8.1

Static Priority-based Cache Allocation

Figure 4.12: Comparing the speedup of optimal static PCAL with optimal
warp-throttling. The value EBT N um is selected statically to maximize the
throughput.
First, we evaluate the effectiveness of priority-based cache allocation at
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the L1 level. Figure 4.12 compares the speedup of static PCAL with optimal
EBT N um value, with the speedup of optimal warp throttling warp-opt. The
results are normalized to the original code as-is with warp-max warps allowed
per scheduler in each SMs. We also show warp-opt for comparison. Among the
12 benchmarks, static PCAL enables 7 benchmarks to achieve non-negligible
speedup (i.e. a speedup that is larger than 5%) over the optimal warp throttling technique. Compared to the optimal warp level throttling, static PCAL
with the best EBT N um value achieves an extra 15% throughput on average
across all the benchmarks.
Figure 4.13 shows the detailed performance gain for our static prioritybased cache allocation scheme (Static PCAL) when varying the value of EBT N um.
Figure 4.13a and Figure 4.13b show the speedup of static PCAL when applying the optimization strategy one or two, which we discuss in Section 4.3.1.
In these figures, EBT N um = 0 means that only warp-throttling is applied
as warp-opt, which is the baseline of our research. Among the applications,
SLUCSTER benefits from the first optimization strategy where extra bypassing threads are enabled to increase TLP while not polluting the L1 cache.
CoMD, BFS, SS, SSSP, ATAX, BICG and MVT achieve higher throughput
with the second optimization strategy where overall TLP is not changing while
the cache hit ratio has been optimized. The other benchmarks can not benefit
from any of the optimizations. We investigate the reason that each application can or can not benefit from the static PCAL strategies in rest part of this
section.
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(a) Speedup, when strategy one is applied to add extra bypassing threads
to increase TLP

(b) Speedup, when strategy two is applied to remove threads from cache
thread group to increase cache hit ratio

Figure 4.13: Speedup for static PCAL on L1 cache, as EBT N um varies. Note
EBT N um = 0 means that only warp-throttling is applied
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4.8.1.1

Static PCAL with Strategy One: Increasing TLP While
Maintaining Cache Hit Ratio

Figure 4.13a shows the speedup for static PCAL, when strategy one
is applied. Extra bypassing threads are added to increase the TLP without
polluting the L1 data cache. The bypassing threads do not reserve cache
blocks. They do not degrade the cache hit ratio or increase the L1 block
reservation failure. However they still require chip resources to fetch data
blocks from the L2 cache or the main memory. The necessary resources for
bypassing threads including the L1 MSHR entry, the NoC bandwidth, etc. We
analyze the bottlenecks of benchmarks when optimal warp throttling is applied
in Section 4.1.5. If any of the resources that a bypassing thread requires
is already saturated, adding more bypassing threads leads to performance
degradation instead of improvement. As shown in Figure 4.13a, among the
benchmarks, SCLUSTER shows a non-negligible speedup. Other benchmarks
can not benefit from the extra bypassing threads because of memory system
resource saturation. The results match the bottleneck analysis results we show
in Table 4.2.

Memory requests round-trip latency and NoC latency

As shown Table 4.2, CoMD, KMN and SM cannot support extra bypassing threads due to lack of NOC bandwidth. Figure 4.14 shows the roundtrip latency of memory requests that fetch data from DRAM, and the average
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(a) Round-Trip latency of memory requests fetching data from DRAM
when static PCAL applies strategy one: adding extra bypassing threads

(b) NoC latency when static PCAL applies strategy one: adding extra
bypassing threads

Figure 4.14: Round-Trip latency of memory requests fetching data from
DRAM and NoC latency when static PCAL applies strategy one: adding
extra bypassing threads
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NoC latency when static PCAL applies strategy one to add extra bypassing
threads. When the warp throttling is applied, CoMD reaches highest performance with 6 warps enabled by each scheduler. When one bypassing thread
is added where EBT N um = 1, the NoC latency of CoMD increases from 66
to 155. The round-trip latency of CoMD increases to 339. This indicates
that the NoC is highly congested. Consequently, the extra bypassing thread
can not enable any extra throughput. KMN and SM experience similar NoC
congestion problems as shown in the figure.

Memory pipeline stall caused by L1 MSHR reservation failure

Figure 4.15: Memory Pipeline Stall caused by L1 MSHR reservation failure
when static PCAL applies strategy one: adding extra bypassing threads
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Figure 4.15 shows the average Memory Pipeline Stall caused by L1
MSHR reservation failure when static PCAL applies strategy one to add extra bypassing threads. In the current PCAL implementation, the memory
requests from the bypassing threads reserve the MSHR entries along with the
token-holder threads. Our baseline GPU configuration, as shown in Table 3.4,
integrates a MSHR table with only 32 entries in each SM. As shown Table 4.2,
when optimal throttling is applied without adding more bypassing threads,
II, BFS, SS and SSSP are already bottlenecked by the L1 MSHR reservation problem. The extra bypassing threads cause significant MSHR saturation
except in SCLUSTER. Enlarging MSHR table capacity might enable PCAL
to achieve higher performance on more benchmarks. We leave this study for
future work.

Overall, cache threads and bypassing threads L1 cache miss ratio

With optimization strategy one, static PCAL adds extra bypassing
threads to increase the TLP. We expect the cache threads (token holder
threads) to maintain the cache hit ratio as if only optimal warp throttling
is applied.
Figure 4.16 shows the overall L1 cache miss ratio and the cache miss
ratio of the cache threads (token holder) when static PCAL applies strategy
one to add extra bypassing threads. As shown in Figure 4.16b, when static
PCAL enables extra bypassing threads, the cache hit ratio of the cache threads
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(a) Overall L1 cache miss ratio when static PCAL applies strategy one:
adding extra bypassing threads

(b) L1 cache miss ratio of the cache threads (token holder) when static
PCAL applies strategy one: adding extra bypassing threads

Figure 4.16: Overall L1 cache miss ratio and the cache miss ratio of the cache
threads (token holder) when static PCAL applies strategy one: adding extra
bypassing threads
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Figure 4.17: L1 cache miss ratio of the bypassing threads (non-token holder)
when static PCAL applies strategy one: adding extra bypassing threads
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does not increase except in GESUMMV. GESUMMV is not bottlenecked by
most chip resources. We expect GESUMMV to benefit from adding extra
bypassing threads. However, when one extra bypassing thread is added, the
L1 hit ratio of the cache threads increases from 17% to 34% which is not as
we expect. The reason is that the opportunistic caching optimization allows
the non-token holder to reserve cache blocks when the block is not occupied
by token holders.
The current PCAL implementation allows the bypassing threads to
probe the L1 cache so that the bypassing threads have the possibility to hit
the cache when they share data with the cache threads. Figure 4.17 shows the
L1 cache miss ratio of the bypassing threads when static PCAL enables extra
bypassing threads. As shown in this figure, ATAX, BICG and MVT achieves
their highest performance with their highest TLP, there is no bypassing thread
that can be enabled. Consequently, their bypassing thread L1 hit ratio is zero.
The bypassing threads from CoMD, SS and SCLUSTER show non-negligible
cache hits. Other benchmarks show a nearly 100% cache miss ratio which
means that allowing bypassing threads does not increase their cache hit ratio.

Parallel Starvation

As shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, ATAX, BICG and MVT achieve
their highest performance at the maximum number of threads allowed. They
experience the parallel starvation problem thus there is no extra bypassing
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thread can be added even the scheduler allows a larger maximum number of
threads. Therefore, these four benchmarks can not benefit from extra bypassing threads.
4.8.1.2

Static PCAL with Strategy Two: Increasing Cache Hit Ratio While Maintaining TLP

As we discuss in Section 4.8.1.1, when the spare chip resources are not
sufficient to support extra bypassing threads, static PCAL can not enable
bypassing threads. In this case, optimization strategy two is applied. Some
of the cache threads are changed to bypassing threads to avoid thrashing the
cache while the total TLP is maintained.
Figure 4.13b shows the speedup for static PCAL, when optimization
strategy two is applied. When static PCAL reduces the number of the cache
threads, CoMD, BFS, SSSP, ATAX, BICG and MVT exhibit significant throughput improvement. The other applications do not get benefits from this optimization. We analyze them in the rest of this section.
Benchmarks with parallel starvation problem, such as ATAX, BICG
and MVT etc., can not benefit from optimization strategy one, because no
extra bypassing threads can be added. For these benchmarks, static PCAL can
apply strategy two to reduce the cache miss ratio to improve the performance.
As shown in Figure 4.13b, ATAX, BICG and MVT achieve higher performance
when static PCAL applies strategy two.
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Overall, cache threads and bypassing threads L1 cache miss ratio

With optimization strategy two, static PCAL reduces the number of
cache threads to improve the cache hit ratio and maintain the overall TLP. We
expect the working set of the cache threads (token holder threads) to reside
in the cache to minimize their cache misses. The bypassing threads have to
experience more cache misses. However, when an application experiences cache
thrashing, keeping a fraction of data resident in cache is expected to improve
the overall cache hit ratio.
Figure 4.18b shows the L1 miss ratio of the cache threads (token holder)
when static PCAL applies strategy two to reduce the number of cache threads
to improve the cache hit ratio. Most benchmarks, except KMN, GESUMMV
and SCLUSTER, exhibit much lower L1 miss ratios for the cache threads when
the number of cache threads is reduced. Our baseline configuration is the
optimal warp level throttling. As Shown in Table 4.1, the warp-opt value of
KMN and GESUMMV is one. The current PCAL implementation maintains
at least one thread to feed the cache. Therefore, for KMN and GESUMMV,
the actual number of cache threads does not change even when the value of
EBT N um = 0 changes from −1 to −6. There are no bypassing threads
enabled for these two benchmarks when static PCAL applies optimization
strategy two.
SCLUSTER exhibits a different trend in the cache threads L1 miss
ratio. Unlike the other benchmarks, its L1 miss ratio increases when the
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(a) Overall L1 cache miss ratio when static PCAL applies strategy two:
reducing the number of the cache threads to improve the cache hit ratio.

(b) L1 cache miss ratio of the cache threads (token holder) when static
PCAL applies strategy two: reducing the number of the cache threads to
improve the cache hit ratio

Figure 4.18: Overall L1 cache miss ratio and the cache miss ratio of the cache
threads (token holder) when static PCAL applies strategy two: reducing the
number of the cache threads to improve the cache hit ratio
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Figure 4.19: L1 cache miss ratio of the bypassing threads (non-token holder)
when static PCAL applies strategy two: reducing the number of the cache
threads to improve the cache hit ratio
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number of cache threads is reduced. The reason is that SCLUSTER has a large
amount of inter-warp data locality. Reducing the number of cache threads
degrades the opportunity to capture inter-warp locality and thus leads to a
higher miss ratio.
Figure 4.18a shows the overall L1 cache miss ratio when static PCAL
applies strategy two to reduce the number of cache threads to improve the
cache hit ratio. As shown in this figure, several applications show a bath-tubshaped L1 miss ratio function as the number of cache threads is reduced. The
overall L1 miss ratio is a mixed effect of the cache threads’ miss ratio reduction
and the bypassing threads’ cache miss increase. This shows that the overall
cache hit ratio is sensitive to the EBT N um value.

Round-Trip Latency and NoC Latency
Static PCAL applies strategy two to reduce the number of the cache threads
and improve cache hit ratio. At the same time, the total TLP does not increase. Consequently, when optimization strategy two is enabled, static PCAL
reduces the number of outstanding memory requests and thus alleviates the
chip resource contention problem.
Figure 4.20a shows the round-trip latency of the memory requests that
fetch data from DRAM, and the average NoC latency when static PCAL
applies strategy two to reduce the L1 miss ratio. The applications for which
this optimization strategy enables lower L1 miss ratio, such as CoMD and SSS
etc. show lower round-trip latency as we expect. The other benchmarks that
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(a) Round-Trip latency of the memory requests fetching data from DRAM
when static PCAL applies strategy two

(b) NoC latency when static PCAL applies strategy two

Figure 4.20: Round-Trip latency of the memory requests fetching data from
DRAM and NoC latency when static PCAL applies strategy two: reducing
the number of the cache threads to improve the cache hit ratio
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do not achieve higher throughput with this optimization, such as SCLUSTER
and SS etc. do not show noticeable round-trip latency increase. Figure 4.20b
shows the NoC latency when static PCAL applies strategy two. It mostly
exhibits a similar trend as the round-trip latency does.

Memory pipeline stall Ratio

Figure 4.21: Ratio Memory Pipeline Stall when static PCAL applies strategy
two:reducing the number of the cache threads to improve the cache hit ratio

Using strategy two to reduce the cache miss ratio, static PCAL can
reduce the number of outstanding memory requests and is expected to experience less chip resource saturation. Figure 4.21 shows the average memory
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pipeline stall ratio of static PCAL when applying strategy two. All benchmarks
experience smaller or the same ratio of memory pipeline stalls as expected.
4.8.2

Dynamic Priority-based Cache Allocation

Figure 4.22: Comparing the speedup of the best static PCAL and dynamic
PCAL:(1) optimal Warp Throttling (2) optimal static PCAL (3) dynamic
PCAL. Normalized to baseline which allows max warp/scheduler
To evaluate the performance of dynamic PCAL, we compare the speedup
for the following mechanisms, all results have been normalized to the baseline.
• Baseline. All schedulers launch the maximum number of warps that
the on-chip resources allow (warp-max).
• Optimal Warp Throttling: Throttling with the optimal warp number
(warp-opt). All schedulers launch the optimal number of warps that
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results in the highest throughput.
• Optimal static PCAL: Bypassing-L1 with the optimal warp number
and optimal token number. All schedulers launch the optimal number
of warps and apply the bypassing-L1 scheme with the optimal number
of tokens
• Dynamic PCAL: Bypassing-L1 with Dynamic token allocation. Applications have been throttled by warp, warp-opt is known as an input. The
dynamic token allocation algorithm detects and configures the number
of extra bypassing threads (EBT N um) that the bypassing-L1 scheme
can apply. Rogers, et al. [77] propose a dynamic warp throttling scheme.
We approximate the dynamic warp throttling mechanism with the optimal warp number and show that the dynamic token allocation algorithm
over a warp throttling scheme can achieve almost the same performance
improvement that the scheme with optimal warp and optimal EBT N um
can reach.
Figure 4.22 compares the speedup of the 3 mechanisms. As shown in
the figure, for most of the applications, the speedups of Static PCAL and
Dynamic PCAL are very close. This figure demonstrates that the dynamic
PCAL scheme is able to achieve the majority of the performance improvements
that the best static PCAL can achieve for most applications.
SCLUSTER is the exception. When dynamic PCAL is enabled, it
does not achieve any speedup beyond optimal warp throttling. The reason is
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two-fold. (1) the throughput of SCLUSTER is very sensitive to the number
of the extra bypassing threads PCAL enables. (2) SCLUSTER consists of
many unstable program phases so that dynamic PCAL can not determine the
optimal value of EBT N um.
As we discuss in Section 4.8.1.1, static PCAL applies optimization
strategy one for SCLUSTER to add the minimum number of extra bypassing
threads that saturates chip resources. As shown in Figure 4.13a, the optimal
value of EBT N um for SCLUSTER is 4. However, the speedup of SCLUSTER
is very sensitive to the number of extra bypassing threads. When EBT N um
increases from 4 to 6, its speedup drops significantly from 345% to 237%, which
is lower than the speedup of the optimal warp throttling.
As we discuss in Section 4.8.1.2, Dynamic PCAL applies a Hill-Climbing
algorithm to decide the best value of EBT N um. However, SCLUSTER consists of unstable program phases, so dynamic PCAL can not find the best value
of EBT N um before new phase is detected. As a result, dynamic PCAL fails
to improve the performance of SCLUSTER.
4.8.3

Bypassing Traffic Optimization
As we discussed in Section 4.5, we optimize the PCAL mechanism by

allowing the bypassing memory accesses to only fetch the corresponding data
segments they need instead of the whole cache blocks. The bypassing traffic
optimization (BTO) is able to utilize the spare NoC bandwidth more effectively. This optimization helps PCAL in two ways. (1) more threads can be
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added as the bypassing threads and thus the system achieves a higher throughput. (2) it allows the reserved resources such as L1 blocks and MSHR entries
to be released earlier thus benchmarks bounded by these resources can benefit.

Figure 4.23: Comparing the speedup of optimal warp level throttling, optimal static PCAL and static PCAL with with NoC traffic optimization (Static
PCAL-BTO).(Normalized to baseline which allows max warp/SM)
Figure 4.23 compares the speedup of three mechanisms: (1) warp throttling with optimal warp number per scheduler (warp-opt), (2) static PCAL
with optimal EBT N um value, (3) static PCAL with optimal EBT N um value.
Bypassing traffic optimization enabled (Static PCAL-BTO). All the results are
normalized to the original code as-is with warp-max warps allowed per scheduler in each SM.
Compared to the baseline which allows the maximum warp count per
SM, warp level throttling, static PCAL and static PCAL-BTO achieve average
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speedups of 41%, 56% and 67% respectively across the 12 applications. The
bypassing traffic optimization improves the performance of static PCAL significantly. As shown in the figure, when the NoC traffic is optimized, 10 out of the
12 benchmarks can benefit from the PCAL technique. KMN and GESUMMV,
unlike the other benchmarks, still can not benefit from PCAL even when the
NoC traffic has been optimized. The reason is that, when PCAL applies strategy one, even the bypassing threads only fetch the data segments that the
memory instructions require instead of the whole cache line, the spare chip
resources are still not sufficient to support an extra bypassing thread. When
PCAL applies strategy two, the optimal warp number per scheduler of both
these two benchmarks is one. As we indicated previously, PCAL keeps at least
one thread as a cache thread. Consequently, neither strategy one nor strategy
two of PCAL can help KMN and GESUMMV to achieve extra throughput
beyond pure warp level throttling.
Among the 12 benchmarks, static PCAL enables 7 benchmarks to
achieve non-negligible speedup (i.e. a speedup that is larger than 5%) beyond optimal warp level throttling. II, SM, SS, KMN and GESUMMV can
not achieve higher throughput by the static PCAL mechanism. Static PCALBTO, which enables the bypassing traffic optimization, not only improves the
performance of the 7 benchmarks that benefit from static PCAL but also improve the performance of SS, SM and II. We investigate the performance effect
of the bypassing traffic optimization across our benchmarks in the rest of this
section.
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(a) Speedup, when strategy one is applied to add extra bypassing threads
to increase TLP

(b) Speedup, when strategy two is applied to remove threads from cache
thread group to increase cache hit ratio

Figure 4.24: Speedup for static PCAL with bypassing traffic optimization, as
EBT N um varies. Note EBT N um = 0 means that only warp-throttling is
applied
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Figure 4.24a and Figure 4.24b show the speedup of static PCAL-BTO
when applying the two optimization strategies discussed, which we discuss in
Section 4.3.1. When strategy one is applied, PCAL allows more threads to be
enabled as bypassing threads. The bypassing traffic optimization minimizes
the amount of bypassing traffic thus it can allow more bypassing threads to
achieve higher throughput. For instance, without the bypassing traffic optimization, static PCAL can enable two bypassing threads for SCLUSTER (as
shown in Figure 4.13a), which leads to a speedup of 3.45X for SCLUSTER.
When the bypassing traffic optimization is enabled, as shown in Figure 4.24a,
four bypassing threads can be enabled without degrading performance. It
leads to a speedup of 3.67X for SCLUSTER. Another example is SM, where
static PCAL can not improve its performance beyond the speedup of 18% that
the warp level throttling enables, because the spare resources are not sufficient
for even one bypassing thread. Static PCAL-BTO with the bypassing traffic
optimization enabled, in contrast, enables two bypassing threads and achieves
a speedup of 23% for SM. Similarly, static PCAL-BTO enables SS and II to
achieve a higher throughput by allowing more bypassing threads.
When strategy two is applied, PCAL reduces the number of cache
threads to improve the cache hit ratio while maintaining the overall TLP.
The benchmarks that benefit from strategy two are in general chip resource
bound, which makes adding more threads as with strategy one not applicable.
The bypassing traffic optimization minimizes the amount of bypassing traffic
thus the NoC latency and the overall round-trip latency decrease. As a result,
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these benchmarks become less bounded thus achieve higher throughput.
For instance, for BFS, static PCAL without the bypassing traffic optimization applies strategy two, reduces the number of cache threads from 8 to
3, decreases the overall L1 miss ratio from 83% to 76% and achieves a speedup
of 13%. As a contrast, optimal warp throttling only enables a speed up of
2.2% (as shown in Figure 4.13b). When the bypassing traffic optimization is
enabled, as shown in Figure 4.24b, Static PCAL-BTO maintains a L1 miss ratio of 77% similar to that of static PCAL. However, compared to static PCAL,
static PCAL-BTO reduces the NoC latency from 18 to 7 and reduces the average round-trip latency from 209 to 193. As a result, we obtain a speedup
of 20% for BFS. Similarly, static PCAL-BTO enables SSSP, CoMD, ATAX,
BICG and MVT to achieve higher throughput by reducing the NoC latency
and the round-trip access latency.
4.8.4

Applying PCAL on both L1 and L2
Figure 4.26 compares the speedup of the optimal static PCAL on L1

and optimal static PCAL on L1&L2. Compared to static PCAL on L1, static
PCAL on L1&L2 gets a lower throughput for eight benchmarks. Among them,
five benchmarks’ throughput decrease more than 5%. BFS, SSSP, ATAX,
BICG, and MVT experience performance degradation of 10%, 10%, 9%,8% and
7% respectively. For the other benchmarks, static PCAL on L1&L2 enables
similar speedup as static PCAL on L1 does.
The reason that static PCAL on L1&L2 leads to a significant perfor108

Figure 4.25: Comparing the speedup of the best static PCAL and dynamic
PCAL both with bypassing traffic optimization:(1) optimal Warp Throttling
(2) optimal static PCAL (3) dynamic PCAL. Normalized to baseline which
allows max warp/scheduler
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Figure 4.26: Comparing the speedup of the best static PCAL on L1 and static
PCAL on L1&L2. Normalized to baseline which allows max warp/scheduler
mance degradation is that static PCAL on L1&L2 forces the bypassing threads
to not only bypass the L1 cache but also the L2 cache. If the L2 cache is not
saturated, bypassing L2 leads to a higher L2 miss ratio. Figure 4.27 compares
the L1 and L2 miss rate of optimal static PCAL on L1 and optimal static
PCAL on L1&L2. The L1 miss rate between these two schemes are very close
as we expect. Figure 4.27b compares the L2 miss rate of these two schemes.
The L2 miss ratio of static PCAL on L1&L2 scheme is 44%. As a contrast, the
L2 miss ratio of static PCAL on L1 is 31%. Among these benchmarks, KMN
and GESUMMV achieve their highest performance when there is no bypassing
thread. Therefore, static PCAL on L1&L2 does not degrade the L2 miss ratio
of these two benchmarks.
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(a) Comparing L1 miss rate of the best static PCAL on L1 and static
PCAL on L1&L2.

(b) Comparing L2 miss rate of the best static PCAL on L1 and static
PCAL on L1&L2.

Figure 4.27: Comparing L1 and L2 miss rate of the best static PCAL on L1
and static PCAL on L1&L2.
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Allowing bypassing threads to bypass L2 might be helpful when the
L2 cache is already saturated by the cache threads. Therefore, there might
be a further performance opportunity available if the decision can be made
adaptively. We leave the adaptive L2 bypassing as future work.
4.8.5

Results Summary
In this section, we have evaluated the static PCAL, dynamic PCAL,

bypassing traffic optimization and static PCAL on L1&L2. As we show, compared to PCAL on L1, PCAL on L1& L2 leads to performance degradation for
most of the benchmarks. Therefore we only summarize the speedup of other
schemes here.

Figure 4.28: Overall speedup (normalized to baseline with maximum warp per
scheduler)
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Figure 4.28 summarizes our best performance for a variety of configurations on each application. For each configuration, we show results for the
best performing warp throttling, optimal static PCAL, optimal static PCAL
with bypassing traffic optimization, Dynamic PCAL and dynamic PCAL with
bypassing traffic optimization. Overall, we observe substantial improvements
vs. off-the shelf applications, especially when the bypassing traffic optimization is applied. The dynamic PCAL scheme is able to achieve the majority
part of the performance improvements that the best static PCAL can achieve
for most applications. While warp-throttling can provide benefit over the original applications, our approach provides additional improvement. Overall, for
these applications, we observe 56% improvement over the original as-is code,
a 16% improvement over a better-tuned warp-throttling baseline.

4.9

Conclusion
While massively threaded processors such as GPUs are able to provide

high throughput, implementing a high throughput memory system becomes
very challenging for two reasons. First, the gap between the peak arithmetic
capability and the off-chip bandwidth will inevitably be larger. Second, exploiting locality in these systems can be difficult because of the competition
for cache capacity by the threads.
In this chapter, we demonstrate that the memory system needs to separate the concerns of cache thrashing and chip resources saturation. We observe
two opportunities to utilize the memory system more effectively. First, when
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chip resources, such as off-chip bandwidth or NoC bandwidth etc., get saturated, we show that cache-sensitive workloads have the opportunity to increase
cache locality, but not merely by increasing cache size. Reducing the threads
that compete for the cache and maintaining the total TLP by allowing other
threads to bypass the cache are the key elements to enable better usage of the
cache resources without sacrificing overall parallelism. Second, when the total
TLP has to be compromised to maintain a decent cache hit-ratio to maximize
the overall throughput, we demonstrate that adding a minimum number of
bypassing threads to utilize the spare resources can effectively improve the
throughput.
To exploit these two performance opportunities, we propose and evaluate a priority-based cache allocation (PCAL) mechanism that gives preferential access to the cache and other on-chip resources to a subset of the threads
and allows the remaining threads to bypass the caches. Our priority-based
approach reduces cache contention and employs effectively the chip resources
that would otherwise go unused by a pure thread throttling approach.
Our results show that PCAL enhances the capabilities of thread throttling, enabling an increase in performance of 18% over the optimal warp throttling scheme on cache-sensitive workloads. Our research also shows that a dynamic algorithm that automatically selects the number of bypassing threads
to adapt to the locality profile of each application is competitive with the
best off-line static bypassing threads count selection. This result is significant
as it shows that locality-based performance tuning need not require expert
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programming skills. Our results also show that cache insensitive applications
are not hurt by PCAL, as the algorithms easily default to all threads having
the same priority. We also expect PCAL to show benefits on emerging GPU
workloads that are less regular in their inter-thread data access patterns and
that have working sets that can fit in the on-chip caches.
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Chapter 5
Thrashing-Resistant GPU L1 Cache
Replacement and Bypassing algorithms

In this chapter, we propose AgeLRU and Dynamic-AgeLRU, new GPU
cache replacement and bypassing algorithms that adapt to GPU thread scheduling algorithms to alleviate GPU L1 cache thrashing and thus improve the GPU
memory system throughput.
First, we motivate this research by investigating the feasibility of applying a set of thrashing-resistant CPU cache algorithms to the GPU cache
hierarchy, including the Bimodal Insertion Policy (BIP) mechanism [71] and
the Dynamic Insertion Policy (DIP) mechanism [71].
Next, we propose the AgeLRU and Dynamic-AgeLRU mechanisms,
which are thread scheduling aware replacement and bypassing algorithms to
overcome the thrashing problem. When selecting a collection of memory blocks
to reside in the cache, AgeLRU minimizes the number of warps that share the
cache-resident blocks by prioritizing older warps. At replacement, it considers
not only the last reference time but also the age of the warp fetching the block.
Dynamic-AgeLRU selects the AgeLRU or the LRU algorithm adaptively based
on parallel voting mechanism.
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Next, we introduce mechanisms for implementing the AgeLRU and
Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithms. We describe the initial implementation of these
algorithms as both replacement and bypassing algorithms. The mechanism to
detect the blocks fetched by inactive warps is discussed. We introduce the
parallel voting mechanism to support Dynamic-AgeLRU.
Finally, we evaluate the new replacement and bypassing policies with
a set of cache-sensitive benchmarks. The results are compared to not only
the baseline but also to the adapted BIP/DIP mechanisms. Compared to
the LRU algorithm, the AgeLRU replacement, bypassing and bypassing with
traffic optimization algorithms enable increases in performance of 4%, 8% and
28% respectively across fourteen cache-sensitive benchmarks. Our results show
that Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithms can avoid degrading the performance of
non-thrashing applications by selecting the LRU algorithm, while achieving
the majority of the performance improvements that the AgeLRU algorithms
can achieve for most cache sensitive applications.

5.1

Motivation
In this section, we motivate our research by analyzing the problems

and the improvement opportunities of applying thrashing-resistant CPU cache
algorithms to a GPU L1 cache. We demonstrate that applying thrashingresistant CPU cache algorithms, such as Bimodal Insertion Policy (BIP) and
Dynamic Insertion Policy (DIP) etc.to the GPU cache can not effectively address GPU L1 cache thrashing. At the end, we discuss opportunities to address
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the GPU thrashing problem beyond BIP/DIP. We observe that the cache replacement and bypassing algorithms can adapt to the scheduling algorithm to
increase the overall throughput.

Cache Thrashing Problem
As we demonstrate in Section 1.1, the GPU per-thread cache capacity is extremely limited. As a result, keeping the working set of all threads resident in
the primary cache is infeasible on a fully-occupied SM.
The most common replacement algorithms, such as the Least Recently
Used (LRU) algorithm and its approximation Not Recently Used (NRU) [27] [87],
assume that the most recently referenced block is referenced immediately. This
assumption does not hold when an application experiences a cache thrashing
problem. In this case, although many cache blocks will be reused in the future,
the new fetched blocks push them from the MRU state to the LRU state. The
blocks then get evicted before the reuse can be captured. For GPU applications, the massive number of hardware threads that a GPU supports often
leads to the cache thrashing problem.
The way to solve the thrashing problem is to only allow a small fraction
of the blocks to be resident in the cache until they get referenced. The other
cache blocks are either put in the LRU state or are forced to bypass the cache
to avoid evicting the other cache blocks.
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Thrashing-resistant CPU cache algorithms
Cache thrashing on a CPU cache has been a well-known problem and has been
widely studied. Researchers have proposed thrashing-resistant CPU cache
management algorithms. For instance, the Bimodal Insertion Policy (BIP) [71]
and its variants [31] [97] address the cache thrashing problem by randomly
selecting a small fraction of all cache blocks to reside in the MRU state or the
non-LRU state while the majority of cache blocks are kept in the LRU state.
The BIP algorithm effectively alleviates the cache thrashing problem when the
working set of an application is much bigger than the cache capacity. To avoid
degrading the performance of no-thrashing workloads, a Dynamic Insertion
Policy (DIP) [71] is proposed to select between the BIP and LRU algorithms
adaptively.
We adapt both BIP and DIP to the GPU L1 cache. The results are introduced and analyzed in the results section. We observe that these techniques
can improve the GPU cache and overall performance for some applications.
However, there are two problems that limit the feasibility of adapting these
CPU cache algorithms to the GPU L1 cache. (1) BIP randomly selects memory blocks to reside in the cache. It tends to activate all warps concurrently
and thus it increases the total working set size. (2) DIP relies on the setdueling mechanism to evaluate two algorithms on different sets of the same
cache. In a GPU, the thread interleaving and the cache access pattern may
change when set-dueling is applied to estimate two algorithms.
BIP is likely to activate all warps concurrently. The reason is that
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BIP randomly selects the memory blocks to reside in the cache. These cacheresident memory blocks are distributed approximately evenly across the working sets of all warps. The Greedy-Then-Oldest (GTO) algorithm, as the most
effective GPU warp scheduling algorithm, targets to minimize the total working set size of an application by prioritizing the currently active warp then
the oldest warp. For BIP, the cache-resident memory blocks in the younger
warps lead to cache hits followed by misses. BIP thus enables the outstanding
requests from more warps and activates more warps concurrently.

Figure 5.1: Breaking down cache hits into inter-warp and intra-warp reuses
However, most cache block reuses are the intra-warp reuses. Figure 5.1
shows a break down all the cache hits into two categories: inter-warp and
intra-warp reuse. A cache hit is recognized as an intra-warp reuse only if
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the instruction fetching it into the cache and the instruction hitting it in
the cache are from the same warp. Otherwise, it is categorized as an interwarp reuse. As shown in Figure 5.1, for 10 out of the 14 applications, more
than 90% of cache hits are categorized the intra-warp reuse. The other four
applications exhibit large proportions of inter-warp reuse. On average, the
intra-warp reuses represent 78% of all cache hits. This means that, for most
applications, each warp tends to have its own working set. The total working
set size of a GPU program is often proportional to the number of active threads.
This is the reason that the GTO thread scheduling algorithm aims to minimize
the number of active warps. The BIP algorithm tends to activate all warps
concurrently and thus leads to a larger aggregated working set. This problem
limits the capability of BIP to further improve the cache efficiency and the
overall throughput.
Qureshi, et al. [71] propose a set-dueling mechanism which allows multiple replacement/insertion policies to be compared to select one at runtime.
DIP relies on the set-dueling mechanism to evaluate the BIP and LRU algorithms on different sets of the same cache and select them adaptively. On the
CPU, allowing a subset of cache sets to have a different insertion or replacement policy than the rest of the cache does not change the overall memory
reference order. Even when the cache is shared among multiple threads, the
CPU cache is often logically partitioned among threads to guarantee the Quality of Service (QoS) of each thread. Consequently, for a logical cache partition
dedicated to a thread, the memory reference order does not change.
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On the GPU, the L1 cache is not partitioned among threads because
the per-thread cache capacity is often less than a cache line. The L1 cache
is shared by a large number of hardware thread. A cache miss leads to a
fast context switch to another threads. When applying set-dueling mechanism
directly to the GPU L1 cache, different sets of the L1 cache on a SM have
different insertion or replacement algorithms. Due to the fast thread context
switch effect, the memory reference order to the cache can be dramatically
different depending on the algorithm applied to the cache. Consequently, it is
not feasible to apply the set-dueling mechanism directly to a GPU L1 cache.
As we observe, the root problem of BIP is that its cache block selection and the corresponding insertion algorithm does not match the cache
access patterns that are shaped by the thread scheduler. However, if the cache
resident data is selected using a scheme adapted to the thread scheduler, performance increases may be achievable. When adapting DIP to a GPU L1
cache, applying different replacement or insertion policies to the different sets
of a cache is not feasible. We observe that the cache access patterns of the
threads in the same GPU kernel are often very similar. When the threads
from the same kernel are loaded to different SMs on a GPU, we can evaluate
different algorithms by applying each algorithm in a different SM.
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5.2
5.2.1

AgeLRU, a Thread-Scheduling Aware GPU Cache
Replacement and Bypassing Policy
Overview
In this section, we propose AgeLRU, a thread scheduling aware cache

replacement and bypassing scheme. At replacement, it evicts the least recently
used blocks from the youngest warp. This scheme has two goals. (1) it selects
the blocks to reside in the cache explicitly considering the effect of the thread
scheduling algorithm, so that the total working set size can be minimized. (2)
it reserves the cache blocks which tend to lead to more and near cache reuse
when selecting victim blocks on cache misses.
As shown in Figure 5.1, most cache block reuses are inter-warp reuses.
Each warp tends to have its own working set. Minimizing the number of
active warps is likely to minimize the total working set size. Therefore, when
selecting memory blocks to reside in the cache, AgeLRU limits all the cache
resident blocks to a single warp.
As we discuss in section 3.4.2, The Greedy-Then-Oldest (GTO) algorithm performs best among the common scheduling algorithms such as the
Loose Round Robin (LRR) algorithm and the two level (TwoLev) scheduling
algorithm. It minimizes the total number of active threads, and the oldest
warp tends to have higher priority to execute. The scheduler shapes the memory access pattern directly. For intra-warp reuses in the oldest warps, the
reuse distance is less likely to be increased due to context switches to younger
warps. Consequently, the AgeLRU algorithm also prioritizes the cache blocks
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fetched by the older warp to reside in the cache.
The AgeLRU algorithm can be applied to both the replacement algorithm and the bypassing algorithm. The flowchart of the AgeLRU replacement
and bypassing algorithm is described in Figure 5.2. As shown in this figure,
the cache control logic selects an invalid cache block or a block fetched by an
inactive warp as the replacement victim. If all blocks are fetched by currently
active warps, the cache control logic calculates the relative warp age of all
cache blocks in the cache set. The replacement logic then selects the least
recently used block among the youngest blocks. The bypassing algorithm is
an extension of the replacement algorithm. When a block fetched by an active
warp is selected as the replacement victim, the replacement logic compares the
age of the incoming new request with the age of the victim block, if the new
incoming request is younger, the new request is selected to bypass the cache
instead of replacing the victim cache block.
Another optimization we apply to the AgeLRU bypassing algorithm is
the bypassing traffic optimization. As we demonstrate in Section 4.5, when
a memory request bypasses the cache, it does not need to fetch the whole
block. This optimization has also been applied to the AgeLRU algorithm. For
a detailed discussion of the bypassing traffic optimization see Section 4.5.

Identifying Cache Blocks fetched by Inactive Warps .
The AgeLRU replacement algorithm evicts the least recently used block
among the blocks that have youngest relative warp age. The oldest warp tends
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Figure 5.2: Flowchart of AgeLRU Replacement and Bypassing Algorithm
to occupy more cache blocks and achieves a higher cache hit ratio than the
younger warps do. However, when the oldest warp completes or reaches a
barrier, it is important that the AgeLRU algorithm can detect the blocks that
are fetched by currently inactive warps and evict these inactive cache blocks.
Otherwise, the cache blocks fetched by the oldest warp are never going to be
utilized by other warps. We propose to keep tracking the oldest active warp
id (Oldest-AWID) and the youngest active warp id (Youngest-AWID) at each
SM, and allow each cache block to store its fetching warp’s active warp ID
(AWID). Comparing the AWID value of a cache line with the Oldest-AWID
and the Youngest-AWID can identify the cache blocks fetched by currently
inactive warps.
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This mechanism can not identify the inactive warp when the non-oldest
warp completes before the oldest one does. An optimal solution is to maintain
a list of active WID on each SM and thus any ID not in the list can be identified
as inactive. However, it requires extra storage and extra energy to look up the
table. We believe that the mechanism keeping the oldest and youngest warp
id is able to achieve a similar effect as the full list of warp ID does. The reason
is two-fold, (1) in a regular GPU application, most warp finishes in the order
as they are fetched, because the scheduler prioritizes the older warps. (2) we
maintain the oldest warp ID as the oldest active warp ID. The cache blocks
fetched by the oldest warp has the highest priority to reside in the cache at
replacement. When there is a non-oldest warp finishes, the blocks it fetched
still have a lower priority and can be evicted by the requests from the older
warp.
5.2.2

Implementing AgeLRU
Figure 5.3 illustrates the implementation of the AgeLRU algorithm in a

streaming multiprocessor (SM). At a high level, each SM maintains the Oldest
active warp ID (Oldest-AWID) register (Ê in Figure 5.3 ) and the youngest
active warp ID (Youngest-AWID) register (Ë in Figure 5.3 ).
The Active Warp ID (AWID) bits are added to the warp status field
of each warp (Ì in Figure 5.3 ), and to the memory request packet format, as
well as per-line storage of AWID meta-data for the L1 cache (Í in Figure 5.3
). Both Oldest-AWID and Youngest-AWID are implemented as 8 bit wrap-
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Figure 5.3: AgeLRU Implementation
around counters. Oldest-AWID gets the AWID from the next active warp when
the oldest warp completes or reaches a barrier. Youngest-AWID increases by
one every time a new warp is fetched. Both the Oldest-AWID register and the
Youngest-AWID register are implemented as wrap-around counters. When
either of the two registers reaches the maximum value of the 8-bit registers i.e.
255), it starts from zero again.
Identifying an inactive WID requires to judge whether a given WID
falls in the range between [Y oungest − AW ID, Oldest − AW ID]. As shown
in Figure 5.4, when the youngest AWID value does not reach the maximum
value (255), a given WID is active when:
Y oungest − AW ID <= W ID <= Oldest − AW ID.
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When the youngest AWID value wraps around, a given WID is active
when:
Y oungest − AW ID >= W IDorW ID >= Oldest − AW ID.
Youngest-AWID and Oldest-AWID can also determine the relative age
of a given active WID. The relative warp age of a cache line with an active
AWID, can be calculated by
relative − warp − age = (AW ID − Oldest − AW ID)%255
AWID may be transmitted with any memory request or message to
propagate status. The cache replacement and bypassing control logic (Î in
Figure 5.3) uses AWID bits from each cache line, Oldest-AWID and YoungestAWID to select the replacement victim block.

Figure 5.4: Identify Inactive WID with the wrap-around counters
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5.3

Dynamic AgeLRU
For an application experiencing a cache thrashing problem, the AgeLRU

algorithm is able to keep a fraction of the working set in the cache and thus
improve the overall performance. However, for non-cache-thrashing applications, the AgeLRU algorithm sometime hurts cache efficiency and the overall
throughput. CPU cache trashing-resistant algorithms have a similar problem,
a common solution is to dynamically switch between the thrashing-resistant
algorithm and the default algorithm such as LRU. For instance, BIP [71]
randomly selects memory blocks to reside in the cache to alleviate the cache
thrashing problem. DIP [71] relies on the set-dueling mechanism to select
BIP or LRU dynamically. The set-dueling mechanism [71] has been applied
to other CPU cache algorithms to dynamically choose between two cache algorithms [31] [97]. As we discuss in 5.1, the set-dueling mechanism is not
feasible to be applied directly to the GPU cache system to dynamically select
the cache algorithm that best fits an application.

Parallel Voting Mechanism

We propose to apply a parallel voting mechanism to select the AgeLRU
algorithm and LRU algorithm adaptively. Figure 5.5 shows the state machine
of the parallel voting mechanism. It also demonstrates the state machine with
an example showing the L1 cache algorithms of all SMs at each state of the parallel voting state machine. The state machine of the parallel voting mechanism
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Figure 5.5: Parallel Voting Mechanism: the state machine and an example
showing the L1 cache algorithms of all SMs at each state of the parallel voting
state-machine
is described as follows. As shown in Figure 5.5, when a new program phase is
detected or the program just starts, the parallel voting state machine applies
the candidate algorithms each on its own SM. It allows the other SMs to use
the default LRU replacement algorithm. At next sampling, the throughput of
the SM that applies the LRU algorithm is compared to the throughput of the
SMs that apply the other candidate algorithms. The algorithm leading to the
highest per-SM throughput is voted to be the best algorithm. It is applied to
all SMs until another new program phase comes.
To implement the Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithm, the parallel voting
mechanism takes the AgeLRU algorithm as the candidate algorithm. It selects the AgeLRU algorithm and the default LRU algorithm adaptively.
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5.4

Results
In this section we present the results for the AgeLRU/Dynamic-AgeLRU

algorithms. The AgeLRU and Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithm can be applied as
both the replacement and the bypassing algorithms. Additionally, the bypassing traffic optimization can be applied to the bypassing algorithm. Therefore,
for each of the AgeLRU and the Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithm, we evaluate
three configurations: (1) replacement-only, (2) bypassing, and (3) bypassing
with traffic optimization.

Baseline
In our experiment, the LRU algorithm is applied to the baseline architecture which is configured as in Table 3.4. We also compare the AgeLRU and
Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithm with the classic CPU cache thrashing-resistant
algorithms, adapting the BIP mechanism to the GPU L1 cache replacement.
1/32 of memory blocks are assigned with higher priority to reside in the cache
(as in the MRU state), while the other memory blocks are assigned with lower
priority (as in the LRU state). The original DIP algorithm relies on the setdueling mechanism to select BIP and LRU adaptively. Since set-dueling does
not work on GPUs, we approximate the DIP algorithm with the optimal-DIP
algorithm where the replacement algorithm is selected off-line to maximize the
performance. Similar to the AgeLRU and Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithm, the
BIP and DIP algorithm can also be configured as Replacement-only, Bypassing, and Bypassing with traffic optimization. We compare the AgeLRU and
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the Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithm to the BIP and DIP algorithm on each of the
configurations.

Overall
We compare the AgeLRU algorithm with the baseline and BIP algorithm
across a collection of key cache-sensitive benchmarks. Next, in order to evaluate the AgeLRU algorithm with the cache insensitive benchmarks, we evaluate AgeLRU with a large collection of benchmarks. These benchmarks exhibit variable sensitivities to the cache algorithm. We observe that AgeLRU
degrades the performance of 3 benchmarks. Next, we evaluate the DynamicAgeLRU algorithm with both the cache-sensitive benchmarks and the three
AgeLRU unfriendly benchmarks. Dynamic-AgeLRU is compared to the baseline and the DIP algorithm. At the end, we summarize our results and conclusions.
5.4.1

Evaluating AgeLRU
In this section, we compare the results of three sets of results between

the AgeLRU algorithm and the BIP algorithm used as: (1) replacement algorithms, (2) bypassing algorithms, and (3) bypassing algorithms with traffic
optimization applied.
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Figure 5.6: Speedup of AgeLRU replacement and BIP replacement algorithms

Figure 5.7: L1 miss rate of LRU, AgeLRU replacement and BIP replacement
algorithms
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5.4.1.1

Replacement algorithm

Figure 5.6 compares the speedup of the AgeLRU replacement and the
BIP replacement algorithm. All the results have been normalized to the baseline which applies the LRU algorithm as its L1 cache replacement algorithm.
As shown in Figure 5.6, among the 14 benchmarks, the AgeLRU based replacement algorithm is able to achieve noticeable speedups (a speedup not smaller
than 5%) for 6 benchmarks. It improves the throughput of CoMD, II, KMN,
ATAX, GESUMMV and WC by 7%, 5%, 13%, 5%, 21% and 6% respectively.
On average, AgeLRU achieves a speedup of 4% across the 14 cache sensitive
benchmarks. It demonstrates that for these benchmarks experiencing interthread cache contention problems, the AgeLRU algorithm is able to alleviate
this contention and achieve a higher throughput. For the other benchmarks,
the AgeLRU replacement algorithm can not help the throughput. One of the
major reasons is that these benchmarks not only experience the cache thrashing problem, but also the chip resource saturation problem, particularly, either
the NoC bandwidth saturation problem or the cache line reservation failure
problem.
Figure 5.7 compares the L1 miss rate of the LRU, AgeLRU replacement
and BIP replacement algorithms. As shown in this figure, the L1 miss rate
reductions that the AgeLRU algorithm achieves correlate with the speedup
it achieves very well. For the 6 benchmarks where the AgeLRU algorithm
enables higher throughput, the L1 miss reduction is 2%, 3%, 11%, 3%, 17%
and 2% respectively. The maximum speedup that the AgeLRU algorithm
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achieves is 21% for GESUMMV. GESUMMV is also the benchmark for which
the AgeLRU algorithm achieves the largest L1 miss reduction of 17%.
In contrast to the AgeLRU algorithm, the BIP based replacement algorithm does not achieve noticeable speedup for most of the benchmarks. The
L1 miss reduction it enables is also not noticeable. The reason is that the BIP
algorithm selects the resident cache blocks randomly, which activates most of
the warps and enlarges the total working set.
We demonstrate this effect with a case study of KMN. For KMN, the
LRU algorithm leads to a L1 miss rate of 94%, the BIP algorithm reduces the
miss rate to 93%. By contrast, the AgeLRU algorithm enables a reduction
of 11% and leads to a miss rate of 83%. Figure 5.8 compares the L1 hit
number of KMN for three algorithms: LRU, AgeLRU and BIP. All numbers
are normalized to the total number of L1 hits that LRU enables. The total
number of cache hits that the AgeLRU enables is 2.9X that of LRU. The
BIP enables 1.24X cache hits compared to the LRU. More importantly, this
figure breaks down L1 cache hits according to the relative age of the warp
that issues the request. As shown in this figure, BIP enables all the warps to
get a little bit more L1 cache hits. It is because that BIP selects the cache
resident blocks randomly, they are distributed among all warps. In contrast to
the BIP algorithm, the AgeLRU algorithm prioritizes the working set of the
older warps to be resident in the cache. The oldest warp achieves many more
cache hits than the younger warps. The oldest four warps account for 49% of
all the cache hits. Compared to the BIP algorithm, the AgeLRU algorithm is
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less likely to activate the younger warps.

Figure 5.8: A case study of KMN, comparing LRU, AgeLRU and BIP. Breaking down the L1 cache hit number according to the relative age of the warp
that issues the request. (Note 1: The relative age here is the rank when all
the active warps on a scheduler are sorted by the fetching time. The youngest
warp’s relative age is 0 and the oldest one is 23. Note 2: All numbers are
normalized to the total number of L1 hit that LRU enables.)

5.4.1.2

Bypassing algorithm

Figure 5.9 compares the speedup of the AgeLRU bypassing and the
BIP bypassing algorithm. All the results have been normalized to the baseline
which applies the LRU algorithm as its L1 cache replacement algorithm. Compared to the replacement only algorithm, the bypassing algorithm enables the
bypassing traffic not to reserve any cache blocks before going to next level of
the memory hierarchy. The reservation failure of cache blocks can be avoided.
As shown in this figure, SCLUSTER achieves a speedup of 55%, while the
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Figure 5.9: Speedup of AgeLRU bypassing and BIP bypassing algorithms

Figure 5.10: Memory pipeline stall ratio due to L1 block reservation failure:
AgeLRU replacement and AgeLRU bypassing
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AgeLRU replacement algorithm does not improve its performance. Figure 5.10
shows the memory pipeline stall ratio due to the L1 block reservation failure
for the AgeLRU replacement and AgeLRU bypassing algorithm. When the
AgeLRU based replacement only algorithm is applied, for SCLUSTER, most
of its memory pipeline stalls are caused by L1 block reservation failures. The
AgeLRU bypassing algorithm enables bypassing traffic which does not need
to reserve the L1 blocks. The L1 reservation failure caused memory pipeline
stalls drop significantly. Consequently, the AgeLRU bypassing algorithm enables SCLUSTER to achieve a speedup of 55% .
5.4.1.3

Bypassing algorithm with bypassing traffic optimization

Figure 5.11: Speedup of AgeLRU bypassing and BIP bypassing (Both with
bypassing traffic optimization)
The bypassing traffic optimization is also applied to the AgeLRU bypassing algorithm. When a memory request bypasses the cache, it only fetches
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the portion of the cache block it needs instead of the whole block. Figure 5.11
compares the speedup of the AgeLRU bypassing and the BIP bypassing algorithm when the bypassing traffic optimization is applied. Similar to the BIP
bypassing algorithm, the BIP bypassing algorithm with the traffic optimization degrades the performance for several benchmarks including BFS, SSSP,
ATAX, BICG and GESUMMV. However, when the traffic optimization is applied with the BIP algorithm, almost all the requests are optimized. As a
result, the BIP algorithm also achieves significant speedups for II, KMN, SS
and CFD. However, the AgeLRU bypassing algorithm with the traffic optimization achieves even higher speedups than the BIP based algorithm. When
the bypassing traffic optimization is applied, the AgeLRU bypassing algorithm
enables 10 of the 14 benchmarks to achieve significant speedups. It deliveries
an average speedup of 28% across the 14 cache-sensitive benchmarks.
Compared to the bypassing algorithm without the traffic optimization
applied, the traffic optimization enables the applications to utilize the NoC
bandwidth more effectively and reduce the NoC network latency. Furthermore,
it reduces the NoC congestion rate and thus other requests are less likely
to stall due to the NoC congestion. To investigate the NoC congestion, we
investigate the memory request round trip latency and the speedup of the
AgeLRU bypassing algorithm with/without bypassing traffic optimization.
Figure 5.12 compares the speedup of the AgeLRU bypassing algorithm
and with and without bypassing traffic optimization. The optimization enables
higher speedup for 6 benchmarks including II, KMN, SM, SS, WC and CFD.
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Figure 5.13 shows the average round trip latency of the memory requests of the
AgeLRU bypassing algorithm with and without bypassing traffic optimization.
As shown in this figure, the optimization enables II, KMN, SM, SS, WC and
CFD to achieve a significant reduction in the average round trip latency. These
two figures demonstrate that there is a strong correlation between the round
trip latency reduction and the throughput improvement.

Figure 5.12: Comparing speedup of AgeLRU bypassing with/without traffic
optimization

5.4.1.4

Evaluating AgeLRU with varieties of benchmarks

After demonstrating that the AgeLRU algorithm can enable significant speedup
for the cache-sensitive applications in Section 5.4.1.1, 5.4.1.2 and 5.4.1.3, we
evaluate the approach with a large collection of benchmarks with varieties
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Figure 5.13: Comparing memory requests round trip latency with/without
traffic optimization
of sensitivity to the cache algorithms. Figure 5.14 shows the speedup of the
AgeLRU replacement and bypassing with/without traffic optimization for a
large collection of benchmarks. As shown in this figure, there is a subset of
benchmarks that achieves significant speedup with the AgeLRU algorithms.
Most of them are the cache-sensitive benchmarks we evaluate in previous sections. There are many applications that do not respond to the cache replacement and bypassing algorithms. It is also noticeable that there are 3 benchmarks for which the AgeLRU algorithms decreases the throughput. These 3
benchmarks, GEMM, 3MM and ATAXI favor the LRU algorithm instead of
the AgeLRU algorithm. As we discuss in Section 5.3, we develop the DynamicAgeLRU to select the LRU and AgeLRU algorithm adaptively. The DynamicAgeLRU algorithms are evaluated in next section.
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Figure 5.14: Speedup of AgeLRU Replacement and Bypassing with/without
traffic optimization
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5.4.2

Evaluating Dynamic-AgeLRU
In this section, we evaluate the Dynamic-AgeLRU replacement, by-

passing and bypassing with traffic optimization algorithms for both the cachesensitive benchmarks and the three benchmarks that get performance degradation with the AgeLRU algorithms.
The results are not only compared to the baseline LRU algorithm but
also to the CPU cache thrashing-resistant algorithm DIP. We approximate the
DIP algorithm with optimal-DIP where the LRU or BIP algorithm is selected
off-line to maximize the best performance.
Figure 5.15, Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 summarize the speedup of the
4 schemes: AgeLRU, Dynamic-AgeLRU, BIP and optimal-DIP. These figures
show the 3 configurations of each of the schemes: replacement only, bypassing
and bypassing with traffic optimization. 3MM, ATAXI, GEMM are the three
benchmarks that get performance degradation with AgeLRU algorithms. As
shown in these figures, the Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithms are able to avoid
the performance degradation by choosing the LRU algorithm instead of the
Age-LRU algorithm for these three benchmarks. The largest performance
drop for Dynamic-AgeLRU replacement, bypassing and bypassing with traffic
optimizations are 3%, 6%, 3% respectively.
For most of the other benchmarks, the Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithm
that automatically selects either the AgeLRU or LRU algorithm is competitive with the BIP algorithms. GESUMMV is the exception where Dynamic-
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AgeLRU always selects LRU instead of AgeLRU, although the AgeLRU replacement algorithm enables this benchmark to achieve a speedup of 21%. The
reason is that the Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithm always evaluates the AgeLRU
algorithm on SM0. GESUMMV does not have sufficient CTAs to keep all SMs
busy and SM0 is always idle. As a result, the Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithm
does not have an opportunity to evaluate the AgeLRU algorithm so it always
select the LRU algorithm.

Figure 5.15: Speedup of AgeLRU, Dynamic-AgeLRU, BIP and Optimal-DIP
replacement algorithms

5.5

Summary
In this chapter, we propose the AgeLRU and Dynamic-AgeLRU based

replacement and bypassing algorithms that adapt to the GPU thread scheduling algorithm. The bypassing traffic optimization has also been applied to
utilize the NoC more effectively.
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Figure 5.16: Speedup of AgeLRU, Dynamic-AgeLRU, BIP and Optimal-DIP
bypassing algorithms

Figure 5.17: Speedup of AgeLRU, Dynamic-AgeLRU, BIP and Optimal-DIP
bypassing algorithms (all with bypassing traffic optimization)
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The AgeLRU replacement algorithm is able to reduce the inter-thread
cache contention and thus achieve throughput improvement. The AgeLRU
based bypassing algorithm provides an extra benefit beyond the AgeLRU replacement only algorithm. It reduces the number of requests that reserve
cache lines. This turns out be helpful for the applications that experience
cache line reservation failure, such as SCLUSTER. The AgeLRU based bypassing algorithm with the bypassing traffic optimization shows significant
speedup not only over the baseline LRU algorithm but also over CPU cache
thrashing-resistant algorithms such as DIP.
To avoid the AgeLRU algorithm degrading the throughput for the nonthrashing applications, we propose Dynamic-AgeLRU to select the AgeLRU
algorithm and the LRU algorithm adaptively at the beginning of each program
phase.
Our results show that Dynamic-AgeLRU can avoid degrading the performance of non-thrashing applications by selecting the LRU algorithm. We
also demonstrate that the Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithms are able to achieve
the majority of the performance improvements that the AgeLRU algorithms
can achieve for most applications.
In summary, the AgeLRU and Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithms are effective thrashing-resistant GPU L1 cache algorithms. The Dynamic-AgeLRU
algorithm not only enables the thrashing applications to achieve significant
speedups but also does not hurt the non-thrashing applications. Its advantage
not only includes its capability to improve the performance with a low hard146

ware cost, but also includes the fact it requires no programmer intervention.
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Chapter 6
Reuse-Prediction-based Scheduler-Aware
GPU Cache Replacement Algorithm

In this chapter, we propose a Reuse-Prediction-based cache Replacement scheme (RPR) for a GPU L1 data cache to address the intra-thread
cache pollution problem. Unlike the AgeLRU algorithm that prioritizes cache
blocks by the age of a warp, this scheme identifies and prioritizes the nearreuse blocks and high-reuse blocks to maximize the cache efficiency so that it
can achieve further throughput improvement beyond the AgeLRU mechanism.
The RPR mechanism can approximate the reuse-distance-based algorithm, the counter-based algorithm, and the AgeLRU algorithm with various cache block score functions. Compared to the corresponding CPU cache
pollution-resistant algorithms, the difference of RPR is two-fold. (1) RPR
leverages the GPU thread scheduling priority (i.e. the relative age of a warp)
together with the fetching PC to generate the signature, which is the index
of the prediction table. (2) RPR calculates the average reuse distance of each
group to tolerate unpredictable thread interleaving.
Compared to the AgeLRU algorithm, the experimental results show
that the RPR algorithm enables a throughput improvement of 5% on average
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for the regular applications, and a speedup of 3.2% across the benchmarks we
evaluate.
For irregular problems, the AgeLRU algorithm and the default LRU
algorithm outperform the reuse-prediction-based replacement algorithm. The
reason is that the AgeLRU algorithm prioritizes memory blocks at a coarse
granularity and can tolerate more irregularities. A dynamic RPR mechanism
can select the RPR algorithm, LRU algorithm or AgeLRU algorithm adaptively to avoid hurting irregular applications. Consequently, the dynamic-RPR
mechanism can select the LRU or the AgeLRU algorithm for the irregular programs while the RPR algorithm can be selected for regular applications. The
dynamic RPR mechanism can be implemented with the parallel voting mechanism similar to the Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithm we discuss in Section 5.3.
We leave dynamic-RPR as future work.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. First, we discuss the feasibility of adapting CPU pollution-resistant algorithms to the GPU L1 cache.
Next we introduce the implementation details of the reuse-prediction-based
cache replacement algorithm (RPR). At the end, we analyze the experimental
results.
For many memory intensive GPU applications, the cache is thrashed
by large number of active hardware threads. In this case, cache thrashing
becomes the major problem. In this chapter we apply the optimal static CTA
throttling as the first step, which creates the performance baseline of our research. All the new policies we propose are applied beyond the CTA throttling.
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After CTA-throttling is applied appropriately, the cache pollution problem becomes the dominant factor that still degrades the cache efficiency. As our key
contribution, we propose GPU specific cache replacement algorithms based on
reuse prediction to alleviate the cache pollution problem.

6.1

Motivation
As with the CPU cache, the GPU cache also experiences cache thrash-

ing, cache pollution and dead block problems. Researchers have proposed
many CPU cache pollution-resistant algorithms.
One big category of these algorithms is the signature-based reuse behavior prediction enhanced replacement algorithm.

Examples include the

counter-based replacement algorithm [44], the Re-reference Interval Prediction (RRIP) [31], the Signature-based Hit Predictor (SHiP) [97], the reusedistance prediction based cache replacement policy [42] and cache burst based
dead block prediction [52]. The reuse prediction schemes categorize all memory quests into groups by summarizing their attributes into signatures. The
signature in general is hashed from simple attributes of the request, such as
the last touching PC, the fetching PC, or the memory region address etc. The
requests in a group that shares a signature are expected to share similar reuse
behaviors. The predictor anticipates that the reuse behavior of a new request
will be the same as the previous requests that share a signature with the new
one.
It is desirable to apply these algorithms to the GPU cache to address
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(a) KMN

(b) SCLUSTER

Figure 6.1: Reuse distance distribution of memory blocks in same group sharing a signature. Case study of KMN and SCLUSTER. The 4 signatures that
represent the largest 4 groups are shown in the figure.
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the pollution problem. However, we observe that there are two problems that
limit the feasibility of applying these algorithms directly.
1. Without considering the effect of the thread scheduling, a high
accuracy reuse prediction is not achievable.
The GPU thread scheduler has a significant effect on the GPU cache
access pattern. A reuse prediction must consider the effect of the thread
scheduling. For instance, reuse predictors often generate a signature for
each cache block based on the program counter (PC) of the instruction
that fetches or last touches the block. Cache blocks that share the same
signature are expected to show similar reuse behavior, which has been
proven to be effective for a CPU cache. However, in the case of GPUs,
the PC of a memory instruction can not fully decide the reuse behavior
of the related cache block. The thread scheduler has major effect on the
thread interleaving order. Prior work shows that the Greediest Than
Oldest (GTO) is so far the best thread scheduler in terms of performance.
By prioritizing the older warps, the scheduler only issues instructions
from the younger warp when the older warps do not have any ready
instructions. Consequently, the memory accesses issued from older warps
are more likely to be reused in the near future. The instance of the
instruction in the older warps normally has higher scheduling priority,
and is more likely to be reused sooner.
2. The reuse distance and count of the memory requests sharing
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a signature can diverge in a range, instead of mostly concentrating on one value as on CPUs.
The reason for this is that the GPU cache access stream is highly affected by the thread interleaving which is not stable. A CUDA program
is very finely threaded. The GPU cache access stream is a mix of the requests from many threads. GPUs allow fast context switch among these
threads on long latency operations such as a cache misses and complex
arithmetic instructions. The interleaving among threads is not always
recurring and predictable. The interleaving order of these threads is affected by many GPU specific affects. The hardware thread scheduler
has a direct effect on the thread interleaving, but unexpected latency
could also change the interleaving order. The unexpected latency could
include instruction stalls due to hardware hazards and shared memory
bank conflicts.
As a result, if two memory requests are sharing similar reuse patterns
according to the source code, their actual reuse distance or reuse count
could diverge. Figure 6.1 shows the reuse distance distribution of memory blocks in a group that shares a signature. For KMN and SCLUSTER,
the 4 signatures representing the largest 4 groups are shown in the figure. Almost all the groups show a certain amount of divergence. For
example, the signature-one in KMN, although the largest portion of the
requests in the group exhibit a reuse distance of four, the average reuse
distance of this group is three.
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In order to optimize the GPU cache replacement algorithm, the thread
scheduling algorithm must be taken into account. In other words, the replacement algorithm needs to consider the access patterns generated by specific
threading algorithms.

6.2

Reuse-prediction-based Replacement Algorithms
In this section, we introduce the reuse-prediction-based cache replace-

ment algorithm (RPR). Compared to the CPU pollution-resistant algorithms,
the RPR algorithm leverages not only the well studied GPU cache replacement
techniques, but also takes advantage of GPU-specific attributes. The RPR algorithm relies on two new features to overcome the problems we discuss in
Section 6.1. First, the signature is hashed from not only the PC as in CPU
cache algorithms, but also the relative age of the fetching warp. Second, the
RPR algorithm keeps track of the average reuse distance and reuse count of
each request group so that it can tolerate a certain amount of divergence.
RPR predicts the reuse distance and the reuse count of every cache
block in the set when selecting a victim for replacement. Then it evicts the
one that has been predicted to be reused farthest in future.
The RPR approach consists of three major parts as shown in Figure 6.2:
(1) the reuse distance and count sampler, (2) the reuse predictor, and (3) the
reuse-prediction enhanced cache controller. At a high level, the sampler is a
small tag array with counters. It tracks the memory access to a portion of the
cache sets. The sampler is responsible for collecting the reuse distance and
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Figure 6.2: Overview of implementing the reuse-prediction-based Replacement
mechanism
reuse count of the sampled cache blocks and sending the reuse information to
the reuse predictor to update the prediction history table. The reuse predictor
maintains the history of the reuse distance and count of every emerged signature and predicts the reuse behavior of any new memory block. The reuse
prediction enhanced replacement controller initializes each new fetched block
with the predicted reuse distance and count, maintains the reuse information
at every cache access, and selects the victim block based on the reuse distance,
the reuse count and the LRU combined. The implementation details of the
three major components of the new approach are described in the rest of this
section.
6.2.1

Reuse Distance and Reuse Count Predictor
Reuse distance is defined as the number of accesses to the cache set

between two consecutive accesses to the same cache block. Reuse count is the
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number of accesses a block gets before it is evicted. Prior research shows that
the reuse distance and reuse count can be predicted dynamically to improve
CPU cache replacement algorithms. In an optimal case, a predictor can learn
the reuse behavior from the history of each memory block. However, keeping
track of every block requires impractical hardware storage overhead. It has
been observed in prior CPU cache studies that cache blocks can be grouped
together so that each group of cache blocks shares similar characteristics. For
example, the fetching PC, the last touch PC and the memory region address
have been proven to be good grouping criteria. Furthermore, the PC or memory region address can be hashed to generate a signature for the group and
thus the total storage size of the history table can be reduced significantly.
The signature-based reuse predictor requires the cache blocks with the same
signature to share a similar reuse behavior. The new predictor generates the
signature for a memory request by hashing the PC and the relative age of the
fetching warp. A signature generated by hashing both the PC and the relative
age of the warp can identify the memory accesses based on their scheduler
priority and the PC itself.
The basic function of the predictor is to maintain the reuse distance and
reuse count history for each memory block signature and to predict the reuse
distance for any newly fetched cache block. The predictor is implemented as a
signature indexed reuse-history table. It consists of two tables: the signature
table and the reuse history table. Each entry in the signature table stores an
existing signature and the signature is used to index the reuse-history table.
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Each entry in the reuse history table summarizes the reuse information for all
existing memory blocks that share the corresponding signature. Each entry of
the reuse information table consists of five fields: a sum-of-reuse-distance field,
a total-of-reuse-count field, a total-fetching-count field, an average-reuse-count
field and an average-reuse-distance field.
The major operations of the reuse distance predictor are summarized
as follows.
1. Update
The sampler sends update requests to update the corresponding entries
in the reuse history table. There are two kinds of update request: hit
update and miss update. Each request integrates a type-ID to identify
itself as a hit update or a miss update, and a signature of the new
request address. Additionally, a hit update includes the reuse distance
of the cache hit. A miss update does not need extra information.
The signature table performs an associative search to check whether the
signature exists in the table already. If the entry does not exist, one entry
in the signature table is allocated and initialized to the new signature.
If the signature is already in the table, a hit update adds the reuse
distance value to the sum of reuse distance field. The sum of reuse count
field is also increased by one. A miss update increases the total fetching
number by one.
If either of these three fields is saturated, the average reuse distance
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field and the average reuse count field are updated with the new values
calculated as follows.
average−reuse−distance = sum−of −reuse−distance/total−reuse−count;
(6.1)
average−reuse−count = total−reuse−count/total−f etching−count;
(6.2)
After updating the average-reuse-distance and average-reuse-count values, the other three fields are reset to zero.
2. Prediction
When a new block is fetched into the cache, the cache controller sends
the signature to the reuse predictor to get the predicted reuse distance
and count. The predictor searches the incoming signature in the signature table. If there is no match, the predictor returns zero to the
cache controller, which means no prediction can be made for this signature. Otherwise, the predictor reads the corresponding reuse history and
sends the average reuse distance and average reuse count to the cache
controller.
6.2.2

Cache Block Reuse Distance Sampler
The reuse-prediction-based replacement approach relies on a sampler

to collect the reuse distance and the signature on a cache hit and the signature
on a cache miss. As we discuss in Section 6.2.1, the sampler sends two kinds
of update to the predictor: the hit update and the miss update.
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A full size sampler can be considered as a duplication of the tag array,
which is organized the same as the tag array in the L1 cache. The sampler
does not store the cache block data, instead, each tag is associated with an
entry, which stores the signature of the correspond cache block and a counter
field to calculate the reuse distance. Although the full size sampler is able to
provide the reuse distance of all cache hits, it requires impractical hardware
costs and extra power consumption. Fortunately, prior research shows that
the sampler does not need to duplicate the tag array for all cache sets. In
fact, a sampler that duplicates the tag array of 1/32 of all cache sets has been
proven to be sufficient.
The major operations of the sampler are summarized as follows.
1. Initialization
When a new cache block is fetched to a set that the sampler is monitoring,
the sampler stores the signature value, and initializes the counter value
to zero.
2. Counter Update
Each access to the cache sets that are under sampler’s monitoring will
trigger the sampler to increase the counter for the set by one.
3. Hit update
On a cache hit, for the tag entry that matches the new access, the difference between the value of the counter for set and the last-access-counter
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value of the entry is considered as the reuse distance of the stored signature. The sampler sends the signature and the reuse distance value as a
hit update to the reuse distance predictor.
4. Miss update
On a cache miss, the signature of the incoming request is sent to the
reuse predictor as a miss update.
6.2.3

Cache Replacement Controller
The new cache replacement controller includes two parts: the per-cache

line reuse-distance field and the replacement decision unit. The controller
works as follows.

1. Initialization
When a new cache line is fetched into the cache, the controller first
calculates the signature based on the new block’s fetching PC and the
relative age of the warp that issues the request. This information has
been attached to the memory request packet. The signature is sent to
the reuse predictor, which then sends back the predicted reuse distance
and reuse count value. The reuse distance and count value then are
stored together with the cache line.
2. Updates at access
When a new request accesses the cache set, all the cache blocks in the
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set update their reuse distance field by decreasing the value by one to
keep track of the distance of the future reuse.
3. Updates at hit
When a new request hits a cache block, the block updates its reuse count
field by decreasing the value by one to indicate the number of reuses left.
4. Replacement victim selection
In this research, we keep three values with each cache line: the reuse
count, the reuse distance and the ID of the warp fetching the block.
The ID of the warp can be used to calculate the age of the fetching
warp as we discuss in Section 5.2. The score of each cache line can be
calculated based on these three values with different functions, such as
reuse distance only, age-only functions and counter-based.
When the warp that fetches the block is no longer active, or the reuse
count value of a block reaches zero, the block can be considered as dead.
The replacement controller selects the blocks that are predicted to be
dead over the other blocks in the same cache set. If no dead block is
found, the controller calculates the score of all cache blocks in the set.
It first selects the blocks with the lowest score. If there is more than
one cache block sharing the lowest score, the least recently used block is
evicted.
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6.2.4

Cache Block Scoring Strategy
The reuse-prediction-based replacement approach (RPR), keeps the

predicted reuse information together with the cache line including the reuse
distance, the reuse count, and the active warp ID (AWID) of the warp fetching
the block. The AWID can be applied to calculate the age of the fetching warp
which represents the scheduler priority of the warp.
We propose to calculate a score for each of the cache blocks based
on the three inputs: reuse distance (RD), reuse count (RC) and age of the
warp (AGE). The block with the lowest score is selected as the replacement
victim. With different strategies to calculate the score, the RPR mechanism
can approximate several replacement policies.

AgeLRU algorithm: We propose the AgeLRU algorithm in Chapter 5.
The RPR mechanism can be considered as a mechanism that augments the
AgeLRU mechanism with reuse distance and reuse count prediction. If the
cache line score is calculated without considering the reuse distance and the
reuse count of the block, the RPR algorithm works in the same way as the
AgeLRU algorithm. The score function for AgeLRU algorithm is
ScoreAgeLRU = 256 − AGE.

(6.3)

The relative age of the oldest warp is zero and the ScoreAgeLRU function enables
the oldest warp to have the highest score.
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Reuse-Distance-based Replacement Algorithm: The reused-distancebase replacement algorithm [42] is one of the CPU cache pollution-resistant
algorithms. It hashes the PC to generate the signature which is used to categorize the memory references. However, in the case of GPUs, the instructions
that share the same PC but are in warps with different ages show very different
reuse behavior because the thread scheduler assigns them different priorities.
Therefore, the RPR mechanism approximates this algorithm on the GPU cache
while hashing both the PC and the age of the warp to generate the signature.
The score function for reuse-distance-based algorithm is

Scorereuse−dist = 256 − RD.

(6.4)

Improved counter-based cache replacement algorithm: The counterbased replacement algorithm [44] is a dead-block prediction algorithm. The
reuse count of a block is predicted. When the access count of the block exceeds
the threshold, the block is identified as dead and thus gets evicted. The RPR
mechanism also predicts the reuse count of each block and decreases the reuse
count value by one at each cache hit. RPR can approximate the counterbased dead block prediction algorithm. However, this algorithm mostly aims
to improve the efficiency of high-associative caches. The associativity of GPU
L1 cache is generally low. For instance, our baseline GPU L1 cache is a fourway associative cache.
We augment the counter-based cache replacement algorithm with the
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ability to address the cache pollution problem. The algorithm allows a block
with more reuse left to evict a block with less reuse left. The score function
of the improved counter-based algorithm is
If (RC > 0) Scorecounter−based = 256 + RC;
(6.5)
Else Scorecounter−based = 0;

6.3

Optimizing Hardware Cost
The implementation cost of the reuse-prediction-based replacement ap-

proach mainly consists of three parts: the reuse history table, the reuse sampler, and the per-cache line reuse storage. In this section, we describe the
optimizations to reduce the hardware cost.

History Table in the Predictor: The reuse distance/count predictor relies
on the history to keep track of the reuse information of each memory block
group. The total number of entries in the table depends on how many active
signatures are present during execution. The table is shared among all SMs.
In our experiment, the table can keep up to 512 entries. Each entry of the
table consists of five fields: a 11-bit sum-of-reuse-distance field, a 8-bit total-ofreuse-count field, a 5-bit total-fetching-count field, a 4-bit average-reuse-count
field and a 4-bit average-reuse-distance field. The total size of the table is 2K
bytes.
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Shadow Tag Array in the Sampler: The full size sampler keeps track of
the reuse distance and reuse count of all cache blocks with a duplication of
the tag array (i.e. a shadow tag array). The hardware cost of the shadow tag
array makes the approach impractical. Fortunately, prior research observes
that the sampler only needs to monitor a small subset of the cache sets to
learn the reuse behaviour of all cache blocks. We apply a similar technique
in our implementation where the sampler only keeps track of 1/4 of the cache
sets. For each set that the sampler monitors, there is an 2-byte access counter.
For each block in the set, the sampler consists of a 3-byte tag, 2-byte last
access counter value, and 1-byte signature. For a 4-way 16KB L1 cache with
32 sets, the size of the sampler is 208 bytes. The sampler only needs to be
implemented on one SM.

Per-cache-block meta data: In this research, we keep three fields of meta
data with each cache line: 4-bit reuse count, 4-bit reuse distance, and 8-bit ID
of the warp fetching the block. The meta data size for the 16KB L1 cache is
256 Bytes.
In summary, the hardware cost of implementing the RPR approach
includes the 2K-byte reuse history table, the 208-byte sampler shared among
all SMs and the 256-byte per-SM meta data storage. For our baseline GPU
configured as in Table 3.4, the total storage overhead is 6096 bytes.
RPR can approximate multiple algorithms with various cache block
score functions. If the results show that there is no performance benefit for
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approximating some of the algorithms, the related reuse information does not
need to be stored.

6.4

Results
In this section we present results for the reuse-prediction-based cache

replacement algorithms.
We configure the RPR mechanism with three cache line score strategies as we discuss in Section 6.2.4 to approximate the AgeLRU algorithm,
reuse-distance algorithm and improved counter-based algorithm. The results
are compared to static CTA-throttling (CTA-opt) in our experiments. The experimental results show that the reuse-prediction-based replacement enables
a throughput improvement of 5% on average for the regular applications and
a speedup of 3.2% across all the key benchmarks over the AgeLRU algorithm.
At the end, we summarize the results and make the conclusions of this chapter.
Figure 6.3 summarizes the L1 miss rate of the best performing static
CTA throttling, the counter-based replacement, the reuse-distance-based replacement and the AgeLRU replacement algorithms.
As shown in Figure 6.3, static CTA throttling can reduce the L1 miss
rate significantly (12% on average) and it achieves a speedup of 47% on average.
The benefit is mostly from solving the cache thrashing problem. Our approach
is implemented on top of the CTA-throttling approach to address the cache
pollution problem.
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Figure 6.3: L1 miss rate of CTA Throttling, reuse-distance-based replacement, reuse-counter based replacement and AgeLRU replacement (normalized
to baseline where maximum number of CTA is allowed.)
Compared to the CTA-throttling approach, the three algorithms that
RPR approximates, namely the counter-based replacement, the reuse-distancebased replacement and the AgeLRU algorithm, are able to reduce the cache
miss rate for II, SS and KMN. On the other hand, all three algorithms increase
the L1 miss rate for CoMD, BFS and SSSP. The L1 miss rate of the other
two benchmarks, SCLUSTER and SM, are not sensitive to these algorithms.
Among these three algorithms, the reuse-distance-based replacement algorithm
achieves the largest L1 miss rate reduction for most of the benchmarks. It
reduces the L1 miss rate for II, KMN and SS by 8% 17% and 3% respectively.
Figure 6.4 summarizes the performance of the best performing static
CTA throttling, the counter-based replacement, the reuse-distance-based re167

Figure 6.4: Speedup of CTAThrottling, reuse-distance-based replacement,
reuse-counter based replacement and AgeLRU replacement (normalized to
baseline where maximum number of CTA is allowed.)
placement and the AgeLRU replacement algorithms. As shown in this figure,
on average, the reuse-distance-based replacement algorithm performs better
than the other algorithms. It outperforms CTA throttling, counter-based replacement and AgeLRU replacement by 6%, 6% and 5% respectively on average across all the key benchmarks. For most of the benchmarks, the speedup
it achieves exhibits a strong correlation with the L1 miss rate reduction it
achieves.
SSSP and BFS are the outliers in our experiment, on which the reusedistance-prediction-based replacement shows negative effect. This algorithm
degrades the performance by 7% and 5% respectively. The reason for this
negative effect is that BFS and SSSP are are known irregular GPU programs
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which travel irregular graphs. They are both from the LonestarGPU benchmark set [7], which is a collections of GPU applications showing irregular
behavior. The cache behavior of each thread depends on the number of connections that each node has in this graph. Our approach trains the prediction
table based on reuse patterns in the history. Unfortunately, these history reuse
patterns are not necessarily repeating due to the irregularity of the graph.
In summary, the reuse-prediction-based replacement is able to achieve
6% speedup over the optimal CTA throttling mechanisms across the eight key
benchmarks we test. For the six regular applications, we observe a L1 miss
rate reduction of 4% and a speedup of 10% over the optimal CTA-throttling
mechanism. Compared to the AgeLRU algorithm we propose in Chapter 5,
the RPR algorithm enables a throughput improvement of 5% on average for
the regular applications and a speedup of 3.2% across all the key benchmarks.

6.5

Summary
In this chapter, we propose and evaluate a new reuse-prediction-based

GPU L1 cache replacement mechanism (RPR) to address the intra-thread
cache pollution problem. This mechanism predicts the reuse distance and reuse
count of each memory block and applies the reuse information to improve the
replacement decision.
CPU cache-pollution-resistant algorithms can not be applied directly
to a GPU L1 cache. RPR leverages the GPU thread scheduling priority to
generate the signature that indexes the prediction table. It also calculates the
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average reuse distance of each memory request group to tolerate unpredictable
thread interleaving.
RPR can approximate the reuse-distance-based algorithm, the counterbased algorithm, and the AgeLRU algorithm with various cache block score
functions. Among these three configurations, the reuse-distance-based algorithm outperforms the others. Compared to the AgeLRU algorithm we propose in Section 5, the reuse-distance-based algorithm enables a throughput
improvement of 5% on average for the regular applications and a speedup of
3.2% across all the key benchmarks.
Our experimental results show that the reuse-distance-based algorithm
degrades the performance of the irregular GPU applications. In these applications, the reuse histories are not necessarily repeating due to the irregularity
of the program. For instance, SSSP computes the shortest path from a source
node to all nodes in a graph. The cache behavior of each thread depends on the
number of connections that each node has in this graph. Our approach trains
the prediction table based on reuse patterns of the nodes that have been evaluated in the history. Unfortunately, these reuse patterns are not necessarily
repeating on other nodes in the graph.
We believe a dynamic RPR mechanism that selects the RPR algorithm
and the LRU algorithm adaptively, could avoid hurting the irregular applications. The dynamic RPR mechanism can be implemented with the parallel
voting mechanism similar to the Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithm we discuss in
Section 5.3. We leave the dynamic-RPR as a part of future work.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion

While massively threaded processors such as GPUs are able to provide
high throughput, implementing a high throughput memory system is challenging. The gap between the peak arithmetic capability and the off-chip bandwidth will inevitably grow in the future. At the same time, exploiting locality
in these systems can be difficult because of the competition for cache capacity by the threads. This dissertation advocates orchestrating thread scheduling with cache management polices to improve cache efficiency and memory
system throughput. Based on this principle, we propose three mechanisms
including Priority-based Cache Allocation mechanism (PCAL), AgeLRU and
Reuse-Prediction based Replacement (RPR) algorithms to improve the memory system throughput. PCAL demonstrates that the thread scheduler needs
to consider the effect of Thread Level Parallelism (TLP) on the cache performance and memory resource usage to maximize the memory throughput. By
monitoring memory system statistics, PCAL explicitly determines the number of threads that share the cache and the minimum number of bypassing
threads that saturate memory system resources. This approach reduces the
cache thrashing problem and effectively employs memory system resources
that would otherwise go unused by a pure thread throttling approach. The
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AgeLRU and RPR algorithms also follow the principle of our thesis statement
by considering the effect of the thread scheduling algorithm. These algorithms
are able to outperform the thrashing-resistant and pollution-resistant algorithms adapted from CPU variants. We expect the three techniques might
combine synergistically to further improve the throughput.

7.1

Dissertation Contributions
There are four major contributions of this work:

1. Investigating the memory system effect of high TLP and identifying the performance bottleneck of each application
Mapping the maximum amount of parallel work that the hardware can
support often leads to cache thrashing and saturation of memory system
resources, which does not necessarily ensure the best overall performance.
To investigate how the number of active hardware threads affects GPU
performance, the cache hit ratio and other chip resource utilization metrics, we characterized a set of cache-sensitive applications by varying
the maximum number of warps that each thread scheduler allows. We
analyzed the Instruction Per Cycle (IPC), L1/L2 cache miss ratio and
the chip resource utilization metrics including the memory request round
trip latency, the Network-on-Chip (NoC) transmission latency and the
DRAM bandwidth utilization. We identified the major performance bottlenecks for each application when TLP is increased. Applications are
grouped into categories based on these bottlenecks.
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Based on the bottleneck identification results, we observed that throttling techniques rely on tuning only one parameter — the total number
of threads — to make a trade-off among the total TLP, the cache miss
ratio and different resources in the memory system. The trade-off is
often sub-optimal.
We observed two opportunities to utilize the memory system more effectively. First, when chip resources, such as off-chip bandwidth or NoC
bandwidth etc., become saturated, we showed that cache-sensitive workloads have the opportunity to increase cache locality, but not merely by
increasing cache size. The key elements to enable better usage of the
cache resources without sacrificing overall parallelism are: (1) reducing
the threads that compete for the cache, and (2) maintaining the total
TLP by allowing other threads to bypass the cache. Second, when the
total TLP has to be compromised to maintain an acceptable cache hit
ratio to maximize the overall throughput, we demonstrated that adding
bypassing threads to utilize the spare resources can effectively improve
the throughput.
2. Addressing cache thrashing and memory system resource saturation with a thread-scheduling directed cache allocation mechanism
We enhanced the thread throttling technique with the Priority-based
Cache Allocation mechanism (PCAL) to address inter-thread L1 cache
thrashing and memory system resource saturation. Unlike thread throt173

tling approaches which force all threads to feed the L1 cache, PCAL
divides threads into three subsets: (1) threads that issue and share the
cache, (2) threads that issue but bypass one or more levels of cache, and
(3) threads that are throttled and do not issue. PCAL can improve performance with two optimization strategies: either increasing TLP while
maintaining cache hit ratio, or optimizing cache hit ratio while maintaining TLP.
We developed dynamic PCAL, which not only determines the best strategy to improve performance, but also decides the size of the cache thread
group and the bypassing thread group. Dynamic PCAL monitors the
chip resource usage to decide whether there are sufficient resources to
support a bypassing thread. This approach reduces cache thrashing and
effectively employs the chip resources that would otherwise go unused
by a pure thread throttling approach. We observed on average 67% improvement over the original as-is benchmarks and a 18% improvement
over a better-tuned warp-throttling baseline.
3. Developing the AgeLRU and Dynamic-AgeLRU GPU-specific
thrashing-resistant cache replacement and bypassing algorithms
We investigated the feasibility of applying a set of thrashing-resistant
CPU cache algorithms to the GPU cache hierarchy, including the Bimodal Insertion Policy (BIP) mechanism [71] and the Dynamic Insertion
Policy (DIP) mechanism [71]. We observed that there are two problems
that limit the feasibility of adapting these CPU cache algorithms directly
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to the GPU L1 cache. (1) BIP randomly selects memory blocks to reside in the cache. It tends to activate all warps concurrently and thus
it increases the total working set size. (2) DIP relies on the set-dueling
mechanism to evaluate two algorithms on different sets of the same cache.
In a GPU, the thread interleaving order and cache access pattern may
change when set-dueling is applied to estimate two algorithms.
We proposed the AgeLRU and Dynamic-AgeLRU mechanisms, which are
thread scheduling-aware replacement and bypassing algorithms to overcome the inter-thread thrashing problem. When selecting a collection of
memory blocks to reside in the cache, AgeLRU reduces the number of
warps that share the cache-resident blocks by prioritizing older warps.
Dynamic-AgeLRU selects the AgeLRU or the LRU algorithm adaptively
based on a parallel voting mechanism.
Compared to the LRU algorithm, the three AgeLRU algorithms — replacement, bypassing and bypassing with traffic optimization-enabled —
increase performance by 4%, 8% and 28% respectively across fourteen
cache-sensitive benchmarks. Our results show that Dynamic-AgeLRU
algorithms can avoid degrading the performance of non-thrashing applications by selecting the LRU algorithm. We also demonstrated that
the Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithms are able to achieve the majority of the
performance improvements that the AgeLRU algorithms can achieve for
most applications.
4. Proposing Reuse-Prediction based Cache Replacement Algo175

rithm (RPR)
It is desirable to apply CPU cache pollution-resistant algorithms to the
GPU cache to address pollution. However, we observed that without
considering the effects of the thread scheduling, highly accurate reuse
prediction is not achievable.
We developed a Reuse-Prediction-based cache Replacement scheme (RPR)
for a GPU L1 data cache to address the intra-thread cache pollution
problem. This scheme identifies and prioritizes the near-reuse blocks
and high-reuse blocks to maximize the cache efficiency so that it can
achieve further throughput improvement beyond the AgeLRU mechanism. RPR uses the GPU thread scheduling priority to generate a signature that indexes the prediction table. RPR can approximate the
reuse-distance-based algorithm, the counter-based algorithm, and the
AgeLRU algorithm with various cache block score functions. Among
these three configurations, our results show that the reuse-distance-based
algorithm outperforms the others. Compared to the AgeLRU algorithm
we proposed in Section 5, the reuse-distance-based algorithm enables a
throughput improvement of 5% on average for regular applications, and
a speedup of 3.2% across a set of cache-sensitive benchmarks.

7.2

Future Work

Increasing TLP and optimizing cache hit ratio synergistically
Section 4.3.1 introduces the two performance optimization strategies that the
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PCAL approach exploits: (A) increasing TLP while maintaining cache
hit ratio, and (B) increasing cache hit ratio while maintaining TLP.
In our current implementation, PCAL applies one of the two strategies to
every new program phase. However these two optimization strategies can
work synergistically to further improve the overall throughput.
For a resource constrained application, we can apply strategy B first to
improve the hit ratio while maintaining the TLP. The number of cache threads
is reduced to optimize the overall cache hit ratio. As we show in Figure 4.18,
this strategy enables applications to achieve higher cache hit ratios. As a
result, the number of outstanding memory requests is reduced, and the GPU
memory system is less stressed. For instance, as shown in Figure 4.20, the NoC
latency and the round-trip latency of CoMD both decrease. Since the memory
system is less saturated or possibly even under-utilized, the application can
become a non-resource constrained application. There is a further opportunity
to apply strategy A to increase TLP to utilize the spare resources.
For a non-resource constrained application, we can apply strategy A
first to increase TLP by enabling extra bypassing threads until memory system resources saturate. After this step, the application turns into a resource
constrained application. There is a further opportunity to apply strategy B to
rebalance the number of cache threads and the number of bypassing threads
to maximize the cache hit ratio and overall performance. Future work should
study the interaction between the two optimization strategies to increase the
TLP and optimize overall cache hit ratio at same time.
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Allocating L1 and L2 cache to different threads group explicitly
As discussed in Section 4.8.4, PCAL only focuses on the L1 cache allocation
and is not able to achieve further speedup when it is applied to the L2 cache.
Figure 4.26 shows that applying PCAL to the L2 in addition to the L1 leads
to performance degradations compared to PCAL on L1 only.
There are two problems that limit the performance of the current implementation of PCAL on the L1 and L2 mechanism: (1) The current implementation of PCAL assigns L1 tokens and L2 tokens to the same subset of
threads. However, the token number that maximizes the L1 cache efficiency is
not necessarily the token number that can maximize the L2 cache efficiency.
(2) The L1 token-holder threads can fit their working sets in the L1 cache. The
L1 cache misses of the loads from these threads are mostly compulsory misses.
Assigning these requests high priority for L2 allocation does not help them hit
in the L2 cache. Moreover, it reduces the opportunity of the non-token-holder
threads to reside in the L2 cache and thus degrades the L2 hit ratio of these
threads.
We believe the GPU throughput can be further improved by allocating
L1 and L2 cache capacity separately to allow each cache level to be utilized
more effectively. Such a scheme could allocate the L1 and L2 cache capacity
separately to two subsets of threads. The two subsets could be either inclusive
or exclusive to balance the L1 and L2 hit ratio. Both the L1 token number
and L2 token number can be selected adaptively according to program resource
characteristics and hardware resource availability. Consequently, the working
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sets of the two thread groups can reside in different levels of caches without
trashing either of them. This scheme could reduce the L2 miss ratio and
further improve the performance over the current PCAL scheme.

Combining PCAL, AgeLRU and RPR
The three mechanisms we propose in this work all aim to improve the overall GPU memory system throughput. They could potentially work together
synergistically to further improve throughput. When the PCAL mechanism
is enabled, threads are divided into three subsets: (1) threads that issue and
share the cache, (2) threads that issue but bypass one or more levels of cache,
and (3) threads that are throttled and do not issue. PCAL does not require a
specific cache replacement algorithm. AgeLRU and RPR algorithm could be
applied together with PCAL to further improve the performance. (1) AgeLRU
can be applied to manage the memory request stream from the cache threads.
When PCAL determines the number of cache threads, it aims to maximize
the overall cache hit ratio. Consequently, the cache threads may not maintain
their full working sets in the cache. These threads could still compete for cache
capacity. PCAL does not assign priorities among these threads. AgeLRU can
be applied to manage their working set by prioritizing the older ones at cache
replacement. Consequently, the thrashing among cache threads can be partially avoided. (2) PCAL assigns the cache allocation priority (i.e. token)
by warp. This only helps alleviate the inter-thread cache thrashing problem.
Both the low-reuse blocks and the high-reuse blocks are treated equally. The
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low-reuse blocks of the cache threads can reside in the cache until the warp
finishes. This wastes the limited cache capacity and degrades cache efficiency.
RPR is able to identify the high-reuse blocks by predicting their reuse behavior. It can be applied to filter out the low-reuse blocks from the cache threads
and thus each cache thread occupies less cache. Consequently, more threads
can be allowed to share the cache.
Combining PCAL, AgeLRU and RPR could address the inter-thread
thrashing, intra-thread pollution and memory system resource saturation all
together. The combined technique may better utilize the cache capacity and
other memory system resources more effectively improving the GPU throughput beyond what was shown in this dissertation.

7.3

Practicality Discussion
To improve the memory system throughput, this dissertation proposes

three mechanisms: Priority-based Cache Allocation mechanism (PCAL), AgeLRU,
and Reuse-Prediction based Replacement (RPR) algorithms. These mechanisms involve both programmer interventions and architecture innovations to
further exploit data locality and utilize the on-chip and off-chip resources more
effectively. It is important to reduce hardware cost and programmer effort to
enable our new mechanisms to be practical for future throughput processors.
This section discusses implementation options and the practicality of these
three mechanisms.
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Priority-based Cache Allocation
This dissertation proposes the PCAL mechanism as an enhancement of throttling techniques and provides two implementation options: static PCAL and
dynamic PCAL. Static PCAL achieves a higher throughput than dynamic
PCAL with a lower hardware cost. But it needs more programmer intervention than dynamic PCAL. The implementation of static PCAL is relatively
simple. The hardware cost includes token assignment logic within the thread
scheduler and a one-bit priority field for each cache line. Static PCAL requires
programmers to provide the number of extra bypassing threads in addition to
the optimal number of threads that is required by pure throttling techniques.
Static PCAL matches the needs of experienced programmers. By allowing the
programmers to determine the value of the two parameters for each kernel,
static PCAL provides an effective tool to tune the cache efficiency and the
memory system throughput of throughput processors.
Dynamic PCAL determines the number of bypassing threads and the
number of cache threads dynamically to ease the burden of normal programmers. It does not require programmers to have a deep understanding of GPU
microarchitectures. This dissertation implements dynamic PCAL as a pure
hardware mechanism. The algorithms to search the best configurations, including hill-climbing and parallel voting, are implemented as a hardware statemachine. The hardware cost of the state machine is not high, but the pure
hardware based dynamic PCAL does have two disadvantages: (1) it increases
the design complexity of the thread scheduler, and (2) the hardware imple-
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mentation of the algorithms limit its flexibility. More complex algorithms may
be impractical to implement in hardware.
We observe that implementing parts of the dynamic PCAL mechanism
in the runtime software can reduce the design complexity and improve the
flexibility of the mechanism effectively. In the runtime/hardware combined
implementation of PCAL, the hardware part is the same as in static PCAL.
It reads the PCAL parameters from registers. Unlike static PCAL, which
requires the programmer to set the value of the PCAL parameters, the new
implementation relies on the runtime to monitor the memory resource usage
and run the hill-climbing and parallel voting algorithm to determine the PCAL
parameters.
The runtime/hardware combined PCAL requires a hardware cost as
low as static PCAL. The configuration searching algorithms are implemented
as runtime functions, which is flexible, creating new opportunities to design
new algorithms without increasing hardware cost. With this implementation,
static PCAL and dynamic PCAL can be combined under the same framework. The programmers are still able to call a runtime function to set the
PCAL configurations directly. When the runtime loads a new kernel, it first
checks whether the PCAL parameters have been set by the software. If the parameters have been set, it allows the hardware to read the value directly from
the registers. If the parameters have not been set by programmer, the runtime runs the algorithm to determine the configuration parameters of PCAL.
Consequently, the runtime/hardware combined PCAL becomes an effective
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and practical mechanism with low hardware overhead and high flexibility. We
believe it fits the needs of both the experienced programmers and the normal
programmers.

Scheduling-aware GPU cache algorithms
The GPU thread scheduler shapes memory access patterns directly and thus
has a significant effect on cache efficiency. Based on this observation, this
dissertation proposes several scheduling-aware GPU cache replacement and bypassing algorithms including AgeLRU, Dynamic-AgeLRU and Reuse-Predictionbased Replacement (RPR). Among these algorithms, AgeLRU and DynamicAgeLRU are proposed to address the inter-thread cache thrashing problem,
achieving speedups of 28% and 20% respectively. The hardware cost of implementing AgeLRU includes an 8-bit active warp ID field in each cache line and
the changes in the replacement logic. For a 16KB GPU L1 cache, the storage
cost is about 128 bytes, which is less than 1% of the cache. Dynamic-AgeLRU
augments the AgeLRU algorithm with a parallel voting mechanism, which selects between the AgeLRU algorithm and the LRU algorithm adaptively to
avoid degrading the performance of non-thrashing applications. The parallel
voting mechanism is implemented as a 3-state state machine, which only requires simple logics. The significant speedup and the low hardware cost make
the Dynamic-AgeLRU mechanism practical. We believe it is a good candidate
to replace the LRU algorithm for a GPU cache.
The Reuse-Prediction-based cache replacement algorithm aims to pre-
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dict the reuse behavior of each cache block, identify the near-reuse blocks and
improve the cache replacement decision. However, it only achieves an average
speedup of 3.5% beyond the AgeLRU algorithm. Reasons are two-fold:
• For irregular applications, the reuse predictor can not predict the reuse
behavior accurately. RPR trains the prediction table based on reuse
patterns in the history. Unfortunately, these history reuse patterns are
not necessarily repeating due to the irregularity of the program.
• The fine-grained thread interleaving degrades the prediction accuracy.
The thread interleaving order is directly affected by the thread scheduler. Although RPR considers the scheduling priority of the fetching
thread for the cache block when it predicts the reuse behavior, the reuse
distance of the cache blocks sharing a signature sometime diverge significantly. Furthermore, some unexpected long latency operations like
shared memory bank conflicts could also change the thread interleaving
order, which is often unpredictable.
The RPR scheme is not able to predict the cache block reuse behavior accurately to achieve a good speedup because of the effect of the fine-grained
thread interleaving. Therefore we do not feel it is a practical design option to
implement RPR to replace the Dynamic-AgeLRU algorithm.
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7.4

Concluding Thoughts
Throughput processors must continue to improve memory system through-

put to maintain high occupancy for the computation units. By orchestrating
thread scheduling with cache management polices, this dissertation proposes
several mechanisms that improve cache efficiency and memory system throughput significantly. The two most practical mechanisms, PCAL and AgeLRU,
both make cache management decisions at the warp level. To further improve cache efficiency, it is desirable to identify and prioritize the near-reuse
blocks and high-reuse blocks to maximize cache efficiency and achieve further throughput improvements beyond warp level cache management algorithms. However, the reuse prediction based replacement algorithm study
demonstrates the difficulty in predicting the reuse behavior of cache blocks. It
opens up two broad challenges for future work: (1) overcoming the effect of
thread interleaving to predict the reuse behavior of GPU cache blocks accurately, and (2) understanding the reuse patterns of the irregular applications.
We envision that an accurate predictor for cache block reuse will be the key
element that further improves GPU memory system throughput in the future.
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